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Abstract 

Three-Dimensional Numerical Modeling of the Influence of Faults 
on Groundwater Flow at Yucca Mountain, Nevada 

by 

Andrew Jay Buckminster Cohen 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Civil and Environmental Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Nicholas Sitar, Chair 

Numerical simulations of groundwater flow at Yucca Mountain, Nevada are used to 

investigate how the faulted hydrogeologic structure influences groundwater flow from a 

proposed high-level nuclear waste repository. Simulations are performed using a 3-D 

model that has a unique grid block discretization to accurately represent the faulted 

geologic units, which have variable thicknesses and orientations. Irregular grid blocks 

enable explicit representation of these features. Each hydrogeologic layer is discretized 
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into a single layer of irregular and dipping grid blocks, and faults are discretized such that 

they are laterally continuous and displacement varies along strike. In addition, the 

presence of altered fault zones is explicitly modeled, as appropriate. The model has 23 

layers and 11 faults, and approximately 57,000 grid blocks and 200,000 grid block 

connections. In the past, field measurement of upward vertical head gradients and high 

water table temperatures near faults were interpreted as indicators of upwelling from a 

deep carbonate aquifer. Simulations show, however, that these features can be readily 
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explained by the geometry of hydrogeologic layers, the variability of layer permeabilities 

and thermal conductivities, and by the presence of permeable fault zones or faults with 

displacement only. In addition, a moderate water table gradient can result from fault 

displacement or a laterally continuous low permeability fault zone, but not from a high 

permeability fault zone, as others postulated earlier. Large-scale macrodispersion results 

from the vertical and lateral diversion of flow near the contact of high and low 

permeability layers at faults, and from upward flow within high permeability fault zones. 

Conversely, large-scale channeling can occur due to groundwater flow into areas with 

minimal fault displacement. Contaminants originating at the water table can flow in a 

direction significantly different than that of the water table gradient, and isolated zones of 

contaminants will occur at the water table downgradient. This behavior is not predicted 

by traditional models of contaminant transport. In addition, the influence of a particular 

type of fault cannot be generalized; depending on the location where contaminants enter 

the saturated zone, faults may either enhance or inhibit vertical dispersion. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is the proposed site for a high-:Jevel nuclear waste repository 

for the United States. It is located in the Nevada Test Site, approximately 150 miles 

northwest ofLas Vegas, Nevada. In 1987 the U.S. Congress designated Yucca Mountain 

as the sole site to be studied as a potential repository, in part because it is remote, and 

because the hydrologic and hydrogeologic features are expected to provide a natural 

barrier to potential radionuclide release (U.S. Department of Energy, 1988). The 

repository would be built in volcanic rocks 300-400 m below the surface and 200-400 m 

above-the water table. The waste canisters would be placed in emplacement drifts, which 

would create capillary barriers to infiltrating water, and the waste form will be designed 

to inhibit dissolution. These engineered barriers are the primary barrier to potential 

radionuclide percolation to the water table. The primary natural barrier is the unsaturated 

zone. Due to the semi-arid climate, precipitation and infiltration are relatively low, which 

minimizes the potential fluid flow into and out of the proposed repository. The thick 

unsaturated zone beneath the repository would further minimize seepage to the water 

table because of sorption to zeolitized tuffs (Fridrich et al., 1991 ). The underlying 

saturated zone is considered the secondary natural barrier because the concentrations of 

radionuclides are expected to bediluted in the groundwater (U.S. Department of Energy, 

1988). 

Yucca Mountain is underlain by a sequence of faulted and dipping stratigraphic units that 

have variable thicknesses and orientations. Since the early studies of the saturated zone 
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around Yucca Mountain in the 1970's, workers have hypothesized that the faults are 

important hydrogeologic features that may create flow barriers or conduits for 

groundwater flow. Few measurements of the hydraulic properties of faults have been 

made since the early studies, and most numerical models of groundwater flow and 

radionuclide transport have not considered faults down gradient from the repository. 

Hypotheses regarding the effects of faults on flow and transport have remained untested, 

and the properties of some faults in calibrated saturated zone flow models conflicts with 

field observations. For example, temperature anomalies at the water table, isotopic data, 

and the presence of vertical gradients seem to suggest that water upwells through a fault 

from a deep Carbonate Aquifer, but all existing hydrogeologic models require assignment 

of a low permeability to the fault in order to calibrate the model to the water table. The 

presence of such upwelling is important in that it could significantly affect the dispersion 

of potential contaminants. In addition, fault displacement creates discontinuities in 

hydrogeologic layers, which can also affect the travel path and dispersion of potential 

contaminants. Thus, in order to accurately model contaminant transport from the 

repository; it is important to develop a better understanding of the role of faults in 

controlling the saturated zone flow regime. Indeed, the evaluation of hydraulic properties 

of faults was rated the most important issue concerning saturated zone flow at Yucca 

Mountain (TRW Environmental Safety Systems Incorporated, 1998). 

1.2 Previous Work 

Numerous numerical models of the saturated zone at and around Yucca Mountain have 

been developed since site characterization began in the 1970's. Luckey et al. (1996) give 



a bibliography of 17 numerical models that were developed as of 1995. Most of the 

models are regional scale models which are not discretized to account for faults. 

Sub-site-scale models of Yucca Mountain simulate flow and/or transport near the 

repository, typically encompassing features immediately north and west of the site, and 

extending approximately 5 km downgradient from the Mountain. Most of the models do 

not represent faults explicitly. All models are too shallow to consider upwelling, do not 

examine vertical head gradients, and all require the presence of two low permeability 

faults where relatively large lateral head gradients are located. This implies that these 

faults are dominant features controlling flow. 
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Barr and others (Chapter 11 of Wilson et al., 1994) present a 3-D saturated zone model 

which extends approximately 200 m below the water table. Fault zones north and west of 

the mountain are assigned low permeabilities in order to account for the relatively large 

hydraulic gradients there, but faults are not modeled explicitly, as there are no lithologic 

changes across them. Zyvoloski et al. (1997) performed transport simulations using a 

3-D saturated zone model which extends 250 m below the water table. It is unclear if 

their mesh incorporates fault offset, as no mention is made regarding discretization of 

faults. They needed to assign low permeabilities to regions around faults north and west 

of the mountain in order to calibrate the model to the water table. Arnold and McKenna 

(1998) developed a 3-D saturated zone model which extends 380m below the water 

table. The model accounts for fault displacement and is used for prediction of 

groundwater transport from the repository. Faults north and west of the repository were 



again modeled as low permeability zones in order to calibrate the model to the water 

table. They considered the effects of intra-unit permeability heterogeneity on transport, 

but high or low permeability fault zones were not considered. Instead, vertically 

continuous zones of high permeability were positioned randomly throughout the domain 

in order to consider the existence of undetected structural zones. 
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Faunt (1997) integrated structural geologic data, crustal stress data, and fault-trace 

mapping to infer the effects of faults on regional ground water flow in a 100,000 km2 

region extending from Death Valley, California, northward beyond Yucca Mountain. She 

showed, for example, that springs occur where large rock blocks are displaced against 

lower permeability rocks, suggesting that faults are flow barriers or that the fault zones 

have significant permeability. Finally, a 3-D numerical model of the unsaturated zone at 

Yucca Mountain shows that faults can channel surface water vertically to the water table 

(Bodvarsson et al., 1997). 

Most of the literature describing fault effects on groundwater flow in general is presented 

in the context of geothermal heating and the convection that occurs within faults of 

relatively high permeability. Forster and Smith (1989) examined how faults influence 

groundwater flow and heat transfer, and how they control the temperatures of springs on a 

regional scale. They used a 2-D numerical model, wherein the fault was represented as a 

one-dimensional feature. Lopez and Smith (1995, 1996) used a 3-D model of a dipping 

fault to examine the interaction of thermally driven groundwater in the fault and the 

surrounding country rock. None ofthese models considered a heterogeneous 



permeability in the country rock, whereas this heterogeneity is present at Yucca 

Mountain. 
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Overall, field observations and numerical models of groundwater flow at Yucca 

Mountain suggest that faults may be one of the primary features that control flow. 

However, their effects on flow and transport remain unknown. Given the scope of the 

problem, numerical modeling serves as the most effective tool to investigate the potential 

effects of faults on saturated zone flow. 

1.3 Objectives 

As described above, previous saturated zone models of Yucca Mountain do not 

incorporate the features necessary to test hypotheses regarding the properties of faults and 

their potential effects on flow and transport. The models either lack the detail of the 

geologic structure, or they do not incorporate the features and/or processes that are 

hypothesized to exist. Furthertnore, all models suggest that the relatively large gradients 

are due to low-permeability fault zones. The aim of this work was to investigate the 

potential effects of the faulted geologic structure on saturated zone flow at Yucca 

Mountain using a numerical model. In this context; the model was used as an exploratory 

tool, not for prediction of flow and transport. More generally, this study provides new 

understanding of flow and transport behavior in faulted formations. 

The objectives of this work were to 



• Develop a new 3-D model of the saturated zone that accurately replicates the complex 
hydrogeologic structure. This includes explicit representation of the hydrogeologic 
layers, which have variable thicknesses and orientations, and which are displaced by 
numerous faults. The model must also be laterally and vertically extensive such that 
current hypotheses can be tested, and discretization should enable simulation of 
pumping tests. 

• Discretize faults such that fault displacement varies along fault strike, and so that they 
can be modeled as discrete planar structures or finite-width zones of altered rock. 

• Examine the causes and effects of vertical head gradients. 

• Test the upwelling-through-faults hypothesis. 

• Examine the effects of vertical flow on vertical dispersion. 

• Examine the effects of increased infiltration on groundwater flow. 

• Examine the effects of unsaturated zone transport pathway on contaminant flow in the 
saturated zone~ 

• Seek alternative mechanisms that produce thermal anomalies at the water table. 

• Show how different fault types control flow channeling and macrodispersion of 
potential contaminants from the repository. 

6 
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2. Geology and Hydrology at Yucca Mountain 

2.1 Stratigraphy 

The stratigraphic section at and in the viCinity of Yucca Mountain consists of Paleozoic 

sedimentary and possibly igneous rocks overlain by Tertiary tuffaceous rock that formed 

from ash flow deposits approximately 11 to 15 million years ago (Carr .et al., 1986; 

Snyder and Carr, 1982). The tuffs at Yucca Mountain are more than 2000 m thick. Table 

2.1 shows the stratigraphic and hydrogeologic units at Yucca Mountain. 

Table 2.1. Stratigraphic and hydrogeologic units at and around Yucca Mountain (Luckey 
et al., 1996). 

Period Stratigraphic Unit Hydrogeologic Unit 

Quaternary Alluvium 

Timber Mountain Group Ranier Mesa Tuff 

Tiva Canyon Tuff 

Paintbrush Yucca Mountain Tuff 

Group Pah CaJ:!Yon Tuff 

Topopah Spring Tuff ~er Volcanic Aquifer 

Tertiary Calico Hills Formation Upper Volcanic 

Confining Unit 

Prow Pass Tuff 

Crater Flat Group Bullfrog Tuff Lower Volcanic Aquifer 

Tram Tuff 

Lithic Ridge Tuff Lower Volcanic 

Older tuffs, lavas, and breccias Confining_ Unit 

Early Permian and Tippipah Limestone Upper Carbonate 
Pennsylvanian Aquifer 

Mississippian and Eleana Formation Upper Clastic 
Late Devonian Confining Unit 

Devonian to Undifferentiated, primarily carbonate rocks Lower Carbonate 
Cambrian A_g_uifer 

Cambrian Undifferentiated, primarily clastic rocks Lower Clastic 
Confining_ Unit 
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The oldest rocks in the sequence are undifferentiated clastic sedimentary rocks, which are 

overlain by a sequence of undifferentiated carbonate rock that is approximately 5 km 

thick. This unit defines the Lower Carbonate Aquifer. The Eleana formation is a 2.5 km 

confining unit, and the Tippipah Limestone is approximately 1 km thick and defines the 

Upper Carbonate Aquifer (Carr et al., 1986; Fridrich et al., 1994). All four formations 

are referred to as the Carbonate Aquifer in this report. 

The older tuffs are present in only one borehole at the site and are at least 550 m thick 

(Carr et al., 1986). Most of these rocks are altered, low permeability clays and zeolites. 

The older lava flows and breccias occur in a section northwest of the proposed repository 

and are up to 200 m thick where present. Cores of the lava have little primary fracturing 

and are among the least permeable rocks at the mountain (Fridrich et al., 1994). 

The Lithic Ridge Tuff, 0-350 m thick, is a relatively homogeneous and nonwelded tuff 

with very fine grained precipitates of clays and silica. The Lithic Ridge Tuff, older tuffs, 

and lava flows and breccias define the Lower Volcanic Confining Unit. 

The Crater Flat Group is approximately 550 m thick and consists of the Tram, Bullfrog, 

and Prow Pass Tuff. Each unit is variably welded with depth and most often has a 

densely welded zone near the center, which is surrounded by non- or partially to 

moderately welded intervals. Densely welded tuff has distinct columnar fractures and 

low porosity. Non welded tuff has a lower permeability and larger porosity. The Crater 



Flat Group defines the Lower Volcanic Aquifer and is present at the water table near the 

proposed repository. 

The Calico Hills Formation is approximately 30-400 m thick and is mainly nonwelded 

and zeolitized beneath the water table. This unit defines the Upper Volcanic Confining 

Unit. 

9 

The Paintbrush Group is approximately 430 m thick and consists of the Topopah Spring 

Tuff, Pah Canyon Tuff, Yucca Mountain Tuff, and Tiva Canyon Tuff. The Topopah 

Spring Tuff is the thickest and most laterally extensive unit within the Paintbrush Group. 

It is densely welded throughout and has numerous lithophysal horizons, which have high 

porosity due to the entrapment of vapor during cooling. The Topopah Spring Tuff is very 

permeable because it has the most primary and secondary fracturing. It defines the Upper 

Volcanic Aquifer, although it is mostly present in the unsaturated zone at Yucca 

Mountain. The base of the Topopah Spring Tuff consists of a low permeability vitric 

zone called the basal vitrophyre. This layer is also part of the Upper Volcanic Confining 

unit. 

The Pah Canyon and Yucca Mountain Tuff are not laterally extensive. They are present 

northwest of the proposed repository and have a maximum cumulative thickness of 

approximately 150m. The Tiva Canyon Tuff is approximately 15m thick and is 

extensive over the site. It consists of an upper moderately welded zone underlain by a 

low permeability basal vitrophyre. The Rainer Mesa Tuff is present in isolated wedges 
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between faults. Finally, little alluvium covers the mountain, except in local valleys where 

it is as much as 180m thick. 

2.2 Structure and Faulting 

Faulting began approximately 18 million years ago and ended 11.4 million years ago, 

after emplacement of most of the volcanic units and well after deposition of units that are 

now beneath the water table. Figure 2.1 is an aerial view of mapped and inferred faults at 

Yucca Mountain. Day et al. (1996) divide the faults into three main groups. The 

dominant set is composed of north-trending normal faults that have steep 

down-to-the-west displacement over most of their length. These faults generally have 

vertical offsets ranging from tens to hundreds of meters and are laterally continuous for 

tens of kilometers. They define the boundaries of the relatively intact blocks of 

east-dipping volcanic strata and have therefore been termed block-bounding faults. They 

dip between 70° to 80°, except for the Paintbrush Canyon Fault, which dips 

approximately 60° (Clayton et al., 1997). The strata between the normal faults dip 5° to 

10° to the east. The second fault set is composed of northwesterly striking strike-slip 

faults located north of the proposed repository. These faults have vertical offsets on the 

order of meters to tens of meters. and are laterally continuous for tens of meters to a few 

kilometers. lntrablock faults define the third set. They are continuous on scales less than 

the defined fault blocks and are not connected with other faults. In addition, they 

probably do not p~rsist to the water table (Day et al., 1996). 
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Figure 2.1. Faults atYucca Mountain, as defined by the ISM2.0 3-D Geologic 
Framework and Integrated Site Model of Yucca Mountain (Clayton et al., 1997). The 
Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) is a testing tunnel in the unsaturated zone. 
Coordinates are Nevada State Plane coordinates. Figure courtesy of Jennifer Hinds, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 

Both brecciated and non-brecciated faults are observed in boreholes and at the surface. 

Dickerson and Spengler (1994) mapped 8 km of the Paintbrush Canyon Fault scarp 

exposed north of Yucca Wash (north of WT #16, Figure 2.1). At several locations the 

fault is only a 1 m wide zone and is composed of polished planes and cemented breccia 

11 

layers. However, a 50 m wide brecciated zone is present at the Paintbrush Canyon Fault 

·" ·.1. 
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exposure west of Busted Butte (near WT #3, Figure 2.1) (R. Dickerson, U.S. Geological 

Survey, pers. comm., 1996). 

2.3 Hydraulic Gradients 

2.3.1 Water Table 

Figure 2.2 shows the water table at Yucca Mountain. The contours are based on 

measurements in 1993. Several measurements were made earlier and are described 

below. The contours indicate groundwater migrates east and southeast from the proposed 

repository. In general, there is a small, moderate, and large hydraulic gradient zone. The 

large gradient zone is northwest of the proposed repository and the gradient is 

approximately 0.125. The moderate gradient zone is west of the site along the Solitario 

Canyon Fault, across which the head drop is approximately 45 m and the gradient is 0.05. 

Groundwater beneath and downgradient from the repository flows under a small gradient 

between 0.0001 and 0.0003 (Luckey et al., 1996). Table 3.1 lists the water levels and 

hydraulic heads measured in saturated zone boreholes. The full name of each borehole 

has a three to four character prefix, but these are omitted here for brevity. 
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Table 2.2. Water levels and hydraulic heads in saturated zone boreholes at Yucca 
Mountain. Geologic units within packed-:-off intervals are also shown. 

Borehole Potentiometric Depth Interval [m] Geologic Uriit 

Altitude [masl] 

WT#l 730.35 (3) 
.. ~;;· 

WT#2 730.65 (3) 
~ ... h 

WT#3 729.64 (3) 

WT#4 730.78 (3) 

WT#6 1034.6 (3) 

WT#7 775.83 (3) 

WT#lO 776.00 (3) 

· WT#ll 730.66 (3) 

WT#12 729.47 (3) 

WT#l3 729.11 (3) 

WT#14 729.68 (3) 

WT#15 729.22 (3) 

WT#16 738.27 (3) 

WT#l7 729.70 (3) 

WT#18 730.75 (3) 

.· 'H-1; tube 4 -730,85 (3) 573-673 -Prow Pass Tuff 

H-l,-tube 3 --730:60 ... (3) 71'6-765 Builfi:og Tuff 

H-l;-tube 2 735.97 (3) 1097-1123 Tram Tuff. 

·· H-1, tube 1 785.49 (3) 1783-1814 Older tuffs 
-'t: 

H-3, upper 731.52 (3) -753-1061 Tram,Tuff·_.·. 

M"3;·lower ·· . -755.91 (3)· .... -1061-1219 .. Tram and Lit!ti~:Ridge Tuff 

H-4. upper 730.40 (3) S'18~f18i' _ Erow Pas(t() Lithic Ritlge Tuff 

H-4.1ower 730.51 (3) ll81-1219 ·• Lithic :Rid:ge:ruff · 

H-5. upper 775.46 (3) 704-l09L B11llfrog and Tram Tuff 
H-5,lower 775.62 (3) 1091-1219 Lavas 

H-6, upper 776.02 (3) 526-752 Prbw Pass to Tram'Tuff 

H~6, lower 775.94 (3) 752-1220 tram and Lithic Ridge Tuff 

G-1 *753.8 (4) 

G-2 1020.28 (l) 

G-3 730.50 (3) 

G-4 *730.1 (4) 

b#l, upper 730.65 (3) 47l-ll99 Calico Hills Formation to Tram Tuff 

b#1, lower 729.67 (3) 1199-1220 Tram and Lithic Ridge Tuff 

c-holes 730.03 (2) 

p#1 752.44 (3) 1297-1805 Older tuffs and Paleozoic units 

J-13 728.44 (3! 
References: 1. Craig, 1995; 2. Ervin et al., 1994; 3. Graves et al., 1997; 4. Robison, 1984 

Notation: * only 1 measurement in 1983 
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2.3.2 Large Hydraulic Gradient Zone 

The large gradient zone was originally defined by water levels in boreholes G-1, G-2, 

WT #6, and WT #16 (Robison, 1984). Large gradients are often present in southern 

Nevada and are easily explained, since they occur near large structural features such as at 

the edges of thick confining units, at faults with major offset, at caldera boundaries, or at 

mountain range fronts (Luckey et al., 1996). However, such a structure is not observed 

near the large gradient zone at Yucca Mountain. Fridrich et al. (1994) proposed two 

possible mechanisms. They argue that an aeromagnetic high, a geothermal heat flux low 

near the large hydraulic gradient zone, and isotopic data suggest that a buried graben and 

associated fault zone underlie the area of the large hydni4lic gradient zone. One model 

assumes the buried fault zone acts as a high permeability conduit that allows .fluid to 

migrate downward, thereby resulting in a sudden decline in the water table. The second 

model suggests that a rapid increase in thickness of the Crater Flat Group acts essentially 

as a spillway resulting is a rapid decline in the water level. Other workers suggest that 

flow through a thick confining unit causes the gradient, or that the Lower Volc~mic 

Aquifer has a low permeability in that zone due to lithostatic pressure and hydrothermal 

alteration (Luckey et al., 1994). Ervin et al. (1994) suggest that a perched water body 

produces the large gradient. Previous sub-site-scale saturated zone flow models of Yucca 

Mountain assume that a linear and vertically continuous low permeability feature is 

present here (Arnold et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 1994; Zyvoloski et al., 1997), although 

there is no field evidence indicatingthat such a structure exists. 
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2.3.3 Moderate Hydraulic Gradient Zone 

The moderate hydraulic gradient zone is thought to be associated with the Solitario 

Canyon Fault, and it is defined by water levels in boreholes WT #10, WT #7, H-6, and by 

water levels on the eastern side of the fault. The water levels in these boreholes are 

approximately 45 m higher than those on the eastern side of the fault. An exception is the 

775 m elevation observed in H-5. This elevation may result from a local hydraulic 

connection to the western side of the fault by a splay of the Solitario Canyon Fault, which 

was observed at the surface and interpolated to intersect the well (Ervin et al., 1994). The 

fault may function as a barrier to flow because strata are offset by as much as 250 m, 

which would result in termination of the lower volcanic aquifer against the lower 

volcanic confining unit. The fault may also function as a barrier because of low 

permeability gouge. Fault gouge and siliceous infilling are present at the surface along 

the fault and have measured low matrix porosities. If the gouge persists beneath the 

water table, it could have lower permeability than the surrounding rock and create a 

moderate gradient (Luckey et al., 1996). Sub-site-scale saturated zoneflow models of 

Yucca Mountain assume that a linear and vertically continuous low permeability feature 

produces the moderate gradient (Arnold et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 1994; Zyvoloski et al., 

1997). Fridrich et al. (1994) suggest that the moderate gradient could result from 

upwelling of water along the fault from the Carbonate Aquifer. 

2.3.4 Small Hydraulic Gradient Zone 

The small hydraulic gradient zone extends eastward from the proposed repository. It is 

defined by water table elevations ranging from 731 to 728 m, and the gradient ranges 
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from 0.0001 to0.0003. Potential radionuclides percolating from the repository will be 

transported in the small gradient zone. The small gradient may be due to flow in high 

permeable rocks or to minimal flux due to restriction of flow from the west and northwest 

(Luckey et al., 1996). 

2.3.5 Vertical Hydraulic Gradients 

Upward flow in the lower volcanic aquifer and possibly upwelling of water from the 

Carbonate Aquifer is suggested by the presence of upward vertical hydraulic gradients. 

Borehole p#1 is located next the Paintbrush Canyon Fault (Figure 2.1) and is the only 

borehole that penetrates the Carbonate Aquifer, where the head is approximately 21 m 

greater than the water table elevation (Table 2.2). The increased head was encountered in 

the lowermost section of the older unnamed tuffs beneath the Lithic Ridge Tuff. It is 

unclear weather or not the Carbonate Aquifer and Lower Volcanic A:quifer are 

hydraulically connected, however, since water levels in p#l did not change during 

pumping at the nearby c-hole complex (Luckey et al., 1996). Hydraulic heads in 

packed-off intervals in boreholes H-1 and H-3 also indicate large upward, vertical 

gradients. In H'"1 the head in the older unnamed tuffs is approximately 55 m greater than 

in the Bullfrog Tuff. In H-3 the head difference between the upper and lower section of 

the borehole is approximately 24 m upward. Upward head gradients were also observed 

in boreholes H-4, H-5, and b#1, and a downward vertical gradient is present in a section 

of borehole H-1 and H-6. The vertical head differences are less than 26 em in boreholes 

H-1, H-4, H-5, and H-6, and less than 1m in borehole b#l. 
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Twenty-six water level measurements in G-4 were made at different depths during and 

after drilling, and sometimes during pumping tests. The difference in measured levels is 

less than the measurement accuracy(+/- 0.5 m) (Bentley, 1984). Therefore, a vertical 

gradient cannot be defined, as in Luckey et al., 1996. The water level in April, 1983 was 

730.1 m (Robison, 1984 ). This is considered the best estimate of the water table 

elevation in G-4. 

2.4 Perched Water 

Ervin et al. (1994) propose that the large hydraulic gradient is an apparent feature that 

results from using elevations of perched water bodies to define the water table. Indeed, 

Winograd and Thordarson (1975) reported that perched wateris not uncommon at and in 

the vicinity of the Nevada Test Site, and recent work in the unsaturated zone at Yucca 

Mountain st~ongly supports a perched water model. Perched water was observed in 5 

unsaturated zone boreholes in the area of the large hydraulic gradient. Figure 2.3 shows 

the boreholes in which perched water was observed, as well as the saturated zone 

boreholes that define the large gradient. All of the perched water was encountered at the 

contact of the low permeability basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Formation and the 

zeolitic horizon in the Calico Hills Formation. Both units act as confining layers. Data 

from the saturated zone boreholes also support a perched water model. For example, the 

water elevations in G-2 have declined slowly from1032 min 1981 (Czarnecki et al., 

1994) to approximately 1020 mas of 1995 (Craig, 1995). Recent pumping tests by 

O'Brien (1998) show a drawdown transient that indicates the presence of nearby 

boundaries, which would result because perched water bodies are not laterally 
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continuous. Also, neutron logging in G-2 shows that the Calico Hills formation 

immediately beneath the perching horizon in less than 100% saturated, whereas the Prow 

Pass Tuff is completely saturated at approximately 730 m (Wu et al., 1996). This is 

approximately equal to the water table elevations in the small gradient zone. Finally, the 

water levels in WT #6 and WT #16 are also near the contact of the Topopah Spring basal 

vitrophyre and underlying Calico Hills formation. Figure 4.10 in Chapter 4.5 shows that 

the apparent water table elevations in the northwestern boreholes are in the Calico Hills 

formation. If perched water is the cause of the apparent large hydraulic gradient, the 

northern boundary of the small gradient zone may extend further to the northwest. 

Groundwater originating beneath the repository would therefore flow eastward, rather 

than to the southeast as implied by the water table map of Ervin et al. (1994). 
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Figure 2.3. Boreholes in which perched water was observed. Figure courtesy of Jennifer 
Hinds, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 

2.5 Hydrogeologic Properties 

Borehole flow surveys show that fractured zones are the dominant pathways for 

groundwater in the lower volcanic aquifer. More than 90% of water pumped from the 

tuffs in the Crater Flat Group commonly emanates from the densely welded and fractured 

intervals, which are typically located in the central section of a particular unit. In 

addition, permeability measurements from pumping tests are several orders of magnitude 

larger than matrix permeability (Anderson, 1991; Anderson, 1994; Geldon, 1993; Lahoud 

et al., 1984; Rush et al., 1984), indicating that flow is primarily through fractures. 
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However, estimates of ground water travel time are poorly constrained because fracture 

porosity has notbeen measured sufficiently in the saturated zone. The lower volcanic 

confining unit is not significantly fractured and estimates of permeability from pumping 

tests are approximately equal to core tests, indicating a matrix dominated flow system. 

Permeabilities of the different hydrogeologic sections are not well defined. Most 

estimates were determined from pumping and injection tests in the 1980's, shortly after 

the deep boreholes were drilled (Luckey et al., 1996). These tests were single-hole tests, 

and with the exception of several tests, the data are not reliable and are poorly matched by 

analytic solutions. The c-holes are the only boreholes at which multi-well pumping tests 

were performed (Geldon, 1993, 1996). These tests provide the most reliable estimates of 

transmissivity of the Crater Flat Group. 

Permeability estimates of the different hydrogeologic units are listed in Table 2.3. The 

sources of these estimates are described in Chapter 5 in the context of assigning model 

properties. 

Table 2.3. Estimated permeability of hydrogeologic units. 

Hydrogeologic unit 

Upper Volcanic Aquifer 

Upper Confining Unit 

Lower VolCanic Aquifer 

Lower Volcanic Confining unit 

Carbonate Aguifer 

Permeability [m2
] 

10·12 

10-15 

10-11_10-15 

10-17 

10·13 
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Fault zone permeability is also poorly defined. For example, a non-pumping heat-pulse 

flowmeter survey in borehole UE25 c#3 showed that nearly 4 gpm emanated from a 6 m 

brecciated fault interval (Geldon, 1996). Conversely, some faults in the saturated zone 

are not significantly brecciated and do not show signatures of high permeability (Craig 

and Robison, 1984). Fault zone permeability has only been measured in an unsaturated 

section of the Bow Ridge Fault (LeCain, 1998). The average fault zone permeability is 

2.6xl0- 11 m2
, based on air injection tests. In addition, using pneumatic diffusivity and 

fracture frequency measurements, fracture permeability for fault zones of normal faults in 

the Topopah Spring Tuff and younger units was estimated to range from 3xl0·13 to 

10· 11 m2 (Bodvarsson et al., 1997). 

Ahlers (1996) suggests that fault permeability may vary vertically in accordance with the 

surrounding formation. Faulting may produce more fracturing in the densely welded, 

brittle formations and less fracturing in the non- to partially welded units. He suggests 

this may be one explanation for the different pneumatic diffusivities calculated for areas 

where the faults penetrate welded rock, as compared to less welded units. 

Contaminant travel time in both volcanic aquifers will be defined by the fracture porosity 

because fractured zones are the most permeable pathways. Erickson and Waddell (1985) 

estimated fracture porosity beneath the water table. First, they used temperature logs to 

identify the discrete fractured intervals. Using the estimated transmissivity and the 

number of flow intervals where water entered the borehole during pumping, they 

calculated an aperture for each interval assuming a cubic law relationship. They then 
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summed the apertures and divided by the length of the tested section to calculate the 

fracture porosity. Their estimated fracture porosity is between 10-4 to 10-3
. Other work 

yielded similar estimates. Calibration of an unsaturated zone model yielded a porosity of 

2.8x10-4(Bodvarsson et al., i997). Sonnenthal et al. (1997) analyzed fracture frequency 

and fracture lengths in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) tunnel in the unsaturated 

zone to calculate fracture porosity. Their estimates range from 10-5 to 10-4
. 

Matrix porosity beneath the water table was measured from core samples and generally 

ranges between 0.20 and 0.30 (Anderson, 1991; Anderson, 1994; Geldon, 1993; Lahoud 

et al., 1984; Lohmeyer, 1986; Rush et al., 1984; Thordarson, 1983). 

2.6 Hydrochemistry 

Geochemical data of saturated zone waters at and around Yucca Mountain has been used 

to describe regional flow paths and to infer the sources of groundwater and role of faults 

on groundwater flow beneath Yucca Mountain. Luckey et al. (1996) report all of the 

hydrochemical data collected at and around Yucca Mountain as of 1995. Data for the 

immediate Yucca Mountain area were reported by Benson and McKinley (1985) and 

Matuska (1989) and include activities of carbon-14 e4C) and tritium eH), concentrations 

of major ions, and ratios of stable isotopes. Stuckless et al. (1991) used this 

carbon-isotope data and noted a southward increase in 813C in the tuff aquifer south of the 

large gradient. They suggested this increase may be the result of carbonate-rich waters 

upwelling from the Carbonate Aquifer. ·However, the data are questionable because the 

drilling fluid used was an air-water-detergent mixture, which was not completely 
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removed prior to sampling. Therefore, the groundwater appears older because the 

detergents are made from petroleum feedstocks. In addition, they show that 813C 

increases in directions opposite the hydraulic gradient. On a regional scale there is an 

increase of 887Sr from north to south, but the values are not suggestive of flow pathways 

in the immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain (Luckey et al., 1996). 

Benson and McKinley (1985) also measured concentrations of the dissolved solids such 

as calcium and sodium. Their data shows that the ca..:Na ratio increases approximately 10 

times from the west side to the east side of Yucca Mountain. An increase in calcium in 

the direction of groundwater flow could be due to ion'-exchange with zeolites or 

upwelling of waters from the Carbonate Aquifer on the east side of Yucca Mountain, for 

example. However, these contributions may not exist, as corrected 14C ages indicate 

groundwater west of Yucca Mountain is 11,000 to 12,000 years old (Kwicklis, 1997), 

whereas water beneath Forty Mile Wash to the east is 4,000 to 7,000 years old. The 

concentration of calcium in groundwater to the east could therefore be greater than to the 

west because of recent percolation through caliche beneath Forty Mile Wash. In general, 

while several distinctly different hypotheses can be made based on the hydrochemical 

data, the data are too scarce or of questionable quality to indicate any clear patterns of 

saturated zone flow at the sub-site-scale. 

2. 7 Geothermal Gradient 

Temperature measurements in the saturated zone show that water table temperatures are 

higher than average parallel to and around the southern portion of the Solitario Canyon 
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Fault and, to a lesser degree, around the Paintbrush Canyon Fault near Midway Valley 

(Figure 2.4). Several authors have proposed that the anomalous temperatures result from 

warmer fluid upwelling from deeper units through permeable fault zones in the Solitario 

Canyon and Paintbrush Canyon Faults (Fridrich et al., 1994; Szymanski, 1989). Fridrich 

et al. (1994) propose that upwelling from the Carbonate Aquifer is indicated at least 

along the Solitario Canyon Fault zone. Fluid upwelling is the only hypothesis that has 

been proposed to date to explain the temperature data. 
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2.8 Conceptual Model of Groundwater Flow 

The hydrogeologic structure at Yucca Mountain is complex. Borehole flow logs show 

that most water is pumped from zones of densely welded and fractured sections of tuff, 

typically located in the central section of the Prow Pass, Bullfrog, and Tram Tuff of the 

Lower Volcanic Aquifer. This is the aquifer closest to the water table over most of the 

area within 5 km downgradient from the proposed repository. Nonwelded tuff has 

relatively few open fractures, and is therefore less permeable. The nonwelded tuff layers 

are present above and below the more densely welded intervals and are sub-parallel to 

dip, thereby creating a layered system. In addition, the permeability at the water table is 

heterogeneous because layers dip and are faulted (Figure 2.5). 

Faults are pervasive at Yucca Mountain. The normal faults have vertical offsets on the 

order of tens to hundreds of meters and are laterally continuous for 10 kilometers or 

more. The normal displacement results in a contact between high permeability layers and 

low permeability layers across the fault. If brecciated fault zones exist, they could 

provide vertical pathways that link the displaced high permeability zones. Conversely, 

mineralization within a fault zone could create a flow barrier even if a high permeability 

unit is not discontinuous across a fault. 

Alternatively, water between low permeability faults may be effectively isolated and have 

velocities orders of magnitude less than in surrounding regions. This phenomenon would 

enhance the storage capability of portions of the saturated zone. It is also possible that 

low permeability faults can act as laterally extensive flow barriers so that water could be 



diverted along strike for several kilometers. In any case, fault displacement produces 

large-scale permeability heterogeneity and, therefore, large-scale channeling and/or 

mechanical dispersion. 
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The small gradient east of the repository may be the result of relatively low fluxes due to 

- a flow barrier effect created by the Solitario Canyon Fault or because this region has a 

high permeability. Water elevations west of the Solitario Canyon Fault are approximately 

45 m higher than those in the small gradient zone. This difference could be explained by 

the presence of low permeability fault gouge, for example. However, thermal anomalies 

at the water table and upward hydraulic gradients seem to suggest that water upwells ; 

through a permeable fault zone. In addition, a large gradient is present northwest of the 

proposed repository. Data from unsaturated zone boreholes strongly supports a perched 

water hypothesis; the large gradient is an apparent gradiennhat results from using 

perched water elevations to define water table elevations. If this is the case, the small 

gradient zone may extend to what is now considered the large gradient zone, which would 

suggest a more easterly, rather than southeasterly groundwater flow. 

Due to their continuity and large offset, block bounding faults are considered the 

dominant large-scale features that control groundwater flow. Faults that do not have a 

significantly altered zone are termed "displacement-only faults" in this work, whereas 

faults with brecciated zones are termed "high permeability faults," or "low permeability 

faults," as appropriate. 
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In general, the layering of geologic units that have variable thicknessand orientation, 

coupled with the variable displacement of these units by faults, is a primary feature that 

c.ontrols groundwater flow at Yucca Mountain. However, the ways in which groundwater 

flows in·this system have only been hypothesized. Numerical modeling is one way to 

study the effects of this structure on groundwater flow so that the question of viability of 

the saturated zone as a "natural barrier" to radionuclide transport can be addressed more 

thoroughly. 
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Figure 2.5. Conceptual model of groundwater flow .at Yucca Mountain. 
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3. Modeling Approach 

3.1 Flow Simulator 

TOUGH2 (Pruess, 1987; Pruess, 1991a; Pruess et al., 1996) is used to simulate flow. 

TOUGH2 is a numerical simulation code for multi-dimensional coupled fluid and heat 

flow of multi-phase, multi-component fluid mixtures in porous and fractured media. It is 

based on the integral finite difference method, which uses the mass and energy continuity 

equations in an integral form. Besides its capability to simulate numerous processes, a 

benefit of this formulation is that it applies to regular or irregular spatial discretization in 

one, two, or three dimensions (Pruess, 1991a). The model mesh can therefore be 

constructed of irregular polygons of varying geometries. This provides the means to 

accurately represent a detailed and complex geologic formation, such as the faulted rocks 

at Yucca Mountain. Traditional finite-difference models can be discretized with .. 

rectilinear volume elements only. The formulation needed to consider irregular grid 

blocks is summarized briefly below. 

3.1.1 Governing Equations 

Summarizing from Pruess (1991a), the basic mass- and energy-balance equation solved 

by TOUGH2 has the following form: 

:t J M(lc)dV =JF(K) · n d1 + J q(K)dV. 
~ ~ ~ 

(3.1) 

Equation 3.1 describes flow in arbitrarily shaped subdomains ofvolum~ Vn with a closed 

surface, r n· The quantity M (K) denotes mass or energy per unit volume of flow 

component K. F(K>is the mass or energy flux of component Kat the surface; where 



K= l, ... NK (number of components), and K= NK+l is the heat component. q(K) is the 

source/sink term. 

The total mass of component K is the sum of masses from each phase, {3: 

NPH 

M(l() =l/J LS/JpfJX~I(); 
/3=1 

where¢ is porosity, Sis saturation, pis density, X is mass fraction, and NPH is the 

number of phases. The mass flux term is a sum of the different phases: 

NPH 

F<l(l = "LxtlF13 . 
/3=1 

The individual fluxes are given by a multi-phase version of Darcy's law: 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where k is the absolute permeability, k,f3 is the relative permeability of phase {3,. J.l/3 is 

viscosity, and g = g cosO is the gravity vector in the flow direction 8. In addition, 

where Pc is capillary pressure. 

Heat conduction and convection are considered: 

F(NK+I) = -KVT + LhtJF/3' 
fJ 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where K is thermal conductivity, and h13 is the specific enthalpy of phase {3. The heat 

accumulation term is 
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NPH 

M<NK+ll =¢LSf3pf3uf3 +(1-l/J)pRCRT, 
{3=1 
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(3.7) 

where u13 is the internal energy of fluid phase {3, and pR, C R, and Tare the rock density, 

specific heat, and temperature, respectively. 

Additional equations are needed to describe the dependence of the fluid parameters such 

as density, viscosity, enthalpy, vapor pressure, etc. on the primary thermodynamic 

variables such as pressure, temperature, saturation, and mass fraction. These equations 

are specified in a number of fluid property modules referred to as "equation-of-state" or 

"EOS" modules, which enable simulation of different flow processes. 

3.1.2 Discretization of the Governing Equation 

The model mesh is discretized into irregular volume elements (grid blocks) that have a 

finite number of surface segments and volumeVn (Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3 .1. Space discretization and grid block specifications in the integral finite 
difference method (from Pruess et al., 1996). 



Using t~he integral finite difference method (Edwards, 1972; Narasimhan and 
Witherspoon, 1976), the components of (3.1) can be expressed as follows: 

v, 
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(3.8) 

where Mn is the average value of Min volume Vn. The fluxes through the grid block can 

be approximated as a discrete sum of fluxes across each surface segment of the grid 

block, Anm: 

f F 0 n df = L A,mFnm 0 (3.9) 
r. m 

The flux across each interface is expressed as 

(3.10) 

where the subscript nm denotes an average parameter value calculated by interpolation, 

harmonic weighting, or upstream weighting. Simulations in this work use upstream 

weighting. g is specified for every grid block-to-grid block connection in the mesh input 

file. It is based on the relative x, y, and z coordinates of the grid block nodes. 

The source term is expressed as a single average value: 

f q(IC) dV = q~IC) • (3.11) 
v. 
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Substituting equations (3.8) and (3.9) into (3.1) gives a set of first-order ordinary 

differential equations in time: 

dM,;K) =_!_""A F(K) + q(K) 
dt V L.J nm nm n 

n m 

(3.12) 

Time is discretized as a first order finite difference, and the equations are solved by a 

fully implicit time-stepping scheme. For each grid block there are NEQ equations, where 

NEQ=NK+l for non-isothermal flow~ A model with NEL grid blocks has a total of 

NEL•NEQ coupled non-linear equations, which include the NEL•NEQ unknown primary 

variables. The equations are solved by Newton-Raphson iteration using a hi-conjugate 

gradient solver with incomplete LU decomposition as preconditioner. For a particular 

time step, iteration proceeds until the residuals are reduced below a predefined 

convergence criteria. The convergence criteria is 10-5 for the simulations described in 

this work. If convergence is not satisfied after 10 iterations, the time step is reduced by a 

factor of 4 and a new time step is begun. Conversely, the time step is doubled if 

convergence is achieved in fewer than 4 iterations. 

3.2 Steady-State and Confined Flow 

In this dissertation only steady-state flow is simulated, since only the effects of the 

hydrogeologic structure on steady-state flow pathways are being studied. The system as a 

whole is assumed to be steady-state. That is, infiltration and recharge rates, the water 

table configuration, hydrogeologic properties, and the geologic structure are assumed to 

remain constant in time. The formation is modeled as a confined aquifer because the 

water table is a no-flow boundary. Simulation of groundwater flow is performed with 



EOS1 (Pruess, 1991a), which describes pure water in its liquid, vapor, and two-phase 

states. The module provides the option for simulating liquid water only. 

3.3 Transport Modeling for Flow Visualization 
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Solute transport simulations are used for the purpose of illustrating groundwater flow 

pathways. The solute i~ referred to as a "flow visualization tracer" because it is used only 

as a visualization tool, not to represent an actual solute. Simulations are performed using 

the TOUGH2 module EOS7 (Pruess, 1991 b), which is used to simulate flow of water and 

brine. Chapter 6.3.2 describes how EOS7 is used to visualize a flow field. 

For the purpose of examining flow pathways, particle tracking is preferable over tracer 

simulations because the latter is subject to numerical dispersion. The flow visualization 

tracer is used in this work because particle tracking methods for irregular meshes in,an 

integral finite-difference model were previously unavailable. A new technique to 

calculate streamlines in irregular meshes was developed during this study, and it can be 

used in future simulations instead of a flow visualization tracer. This technique is 

described in Appendix A. 
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4. Model Discretization 

4.1 General 

The 3-dimensional grid block discretization is based on the detailed 3-D geologic model 

of Yucca Mountain. The discretization was performed in a step-wise manner, beginning 

with the development of a 2-D aerial mesh which is common to all hydrogeologic layers 

in the 3-D model. Lithologic logs, drilling history data, and borehole flowmeter and 

tracejector surveys were analyzed to define permeability-rock type relations as a means to 

discretize geologic units into hydrogeologic model layers. Each model layer has a 

variable thickness and orientation, and was horizontally discretized using the 2-D mesh. 

The layers were then concatenated and grid block connections at faults were discretized 

to properly account for layer displacement. A variety of unpublished algorithms 

developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory were used to construct the model. 

Several new algorithms were developed to meet specific needs for discretizing the 

saturated zone model. The full model has 23 layers, and 11 faults are represented 

explicitly. The mesh has 57,153 grid blocks and 199,854 connections, which use 21.2 

Mbytes of disk space. 

4.2 Geologic Model 

The 3-D Geologic Framework and Integrated Site Model of Yucca Mountain (Clayton et 

al., 1997) was used as the basis for discretizing the saturated zone model. The geologic 

model represents the geologic structure from the land surface to geologic units beneath 

the water table, and it has 35 rock layers and 35 faults. It was constructed using data from 

surface geologic mapping and measured sections at outcrops, lithologic logs, and seismic, 
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gravity, and magnetic profiles. Firstly, aerial elevation contour and isochore maps of 

different geologic layers were constructed manually using lithologic logs. The layer 

elevation maps have discontinuities to account for faults and their offsets, as defined by 

surface fault traces and preliminary cross-sections and published sources. Contour maps 

of fault surfaces were then constructed, and geophysical data was used to define basement 

rocks that are not penetrated by boreholes. Finally, the maps were digitized and 

visualization software was used to visualize the 3-D geologic structure. The geometric 

data that defines the 3-D geologic model was used directly to spatially discretize the 

saturated zone flow model. 

4.3 Dimensions and Boundaries 

The model covers an area of approximately 108 km2
, encompassing the proposed 

repository location and the large, moderate, and small hydraulic gradient zones. The 

large gradient zone was included to enable future simulations of coupled 

unsaturated-saturated zone flow. The top of the model is defined by the water table 

surface of Bodvarsson et al. (1996) (Figure 4.1). The lower boundary is defined by the 

base of the Lower Volcanic Confining Unit, and the model thickness ranges between 

400 m and 1.1 krn. The minimum elevation is 322 meters below sea level. 

. The water table in the small gradient area in Figure 4.1 approximately matches the map of 

Ervin et al. (1994), but the contours on the west side of the model do not agree with more 

recent mapping by Tucci and Burkhardt (1995) (Figure 2.2). Their 800 m isoline trends 

to the southwest, approximately along the 900 m contour in Figure 4.1. Their 
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interpolation is based on two water table elevations 6.4 and 8.8 km west of H-6 and on an 

estimated water level of 779 m in borehole UZ-14, located northwest of borehole H-1. 

The estimated water table elevation is based on a 1994 altitude of 755 m and a projected· 

static water level once the borehole has equilibrated after drilling. Therefore, the 

interpolation by Tucci and Burkhardt (1995) has considerable uncertainty, so the water 

table contours in the large gradient zone in Figure 4.1 are used for the saturated zone 

model. The elevation of the top of the model in the small gradient area is centimeters to 

several meters different than the water table surface in Figure 2.2. This difference is 

considered negligible given the total thickness of the model. Water table calibrations for 

the small gradient zone were made using the small gradient defined by Tucci and 

Burkhardt (1995). 
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Figure 4.1. Water table map used to define the top of the saturated zone model. 

4.4 2-D Discretization 

As described earlier, the first step in constructing the model is discretization of a 2-D 

mesh which is common to all model layers. This mesh is composed of irregular 

polygonal grid blocks which are used to replicate the spatial distribution of faults and to 

create a locally refined sub-mesh. These grid blocks are created using a computer code 

that uses the Voronoi tessellation method to construct irregular grid blocks called 
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Voronoi polyhedra (Vororioi, 1908). The polyhedra are constructed around a set of points 

in the two-dimensional Euclidean plane. These points are called sites. Each polyhedra is 

constructed using a nearest-neighbor logic: every point within a Voronoi polyhedra is 

closest to its site than to any other site. The sides of a polyhedra are perpendicular to the 

linear connection to each nearest-neighbor site. Aurenhammer (1991) discusses the 

history and application of Voronoi polyhedra, and Palagi (1992) describes construction of 

Voronoi meshes for subsurface flow modeling. Pruess and Narasimhan (1985) describe 

the formulation of flow equations for arbitrary flow domains, which include Voronoi 

polyhedra. TOUGH2 is based on the same formulation. 

Figure 4.2 is an example Voronoi mesh. The grid blocks are defined by the polyhedra 

sides (solid lines) and the dotted lines are the connections between grid block nodes 

(sites). The sides of every grid block in Figure 4.2 cross the corresponding perpendicular 

bisector, although this is not a requirement. TOUGH2 defines the grid block-to-grid 

block connection distance as the sum of the distances between each node and the 

connection interface, D 1 and D2. For a unit thickness mesh, the interface area between 

two nodes is equal to the length of the corresponding side of the polyhedra. For variable 

thickness layers, the lateral interfaces for a grid block are different from one another. An 

irregular grid block can have any number of sides greater than two. 
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Figure 4.2. Example irregular mesh composed of Voronoi grid blocks and the definitions 
of grid block connections used in TOUGH2. 

Figure 4.3 shows the 2-D model mesh, which has 1993 grid blocks. Most grid block 

dimensions are between 50 and 500 m, and several approach 1 km near the model 

boundaries. The finely discretized region near the center of the model corresponds to the 

area around the c-holes, which are used for multi-well pumping and tracer testing 

(Geldon, 1993; Geldon, 1996; Geldon et al., 1997). Grid blocks are 50 x 50 min this 

area in order to simulate pumping tests on the scale of hundreds of meters. Rectilinear 

grid blocks are used to define faults because they can represent a constant width and 

laterally continuous fault zone. The potential repository is located in the area of 

rectilinear grid blocks east of the Solitario Canyon Fault. 
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Figure 4.3. 2-D mesh of the saturated zone model. 
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4.5 Definition of Hydrogeologic Layers 

The hydrogeologic model layers are subdivisions of geologic units. Elevation and 

isopach data for geologic units were taken from the 3-D geologic model of Clayton et al. 

(1997). The Lithic Ridge Tuff and lava flows and breccias are two geologic units 

included in the saturated zone model but not in the 3-D geologic model. Isopachs for 

these units were taken or created from other sources, as described below. 

The geologic units were generally subdivided into three equal thickness layers to replicate 

vertical permeability variation within the units. In general, borehole flow surveys show 

that ambient and pumped water often flows from the more densely welded and fractured 

central intervals of the Crater Flat Group. Lithologic logs describe welding as ranging 
( 

from n.onwelded to densely welded. However, inspection of the flow and lithologic logs 

for boreholes that have both data sets shows that there are anomalies with regard to the 

flow zone/welding relationship. For example, flow is observed in the subsection of a 

particular unit in only one borehole. These anomalies may be real, due to local 

heterogeneities not representative of the entire unit, or due to misidentification of welding 

characteristics. In addition, not all permeable intervals will have signatures on a borehole 

flow log. The fraction of pumped water flowing from a permeable layer is proportional to 

the transmissivity of the layer relative to the composite transmissivity of the tested 

interval (Molz et al., 1989). Therefore, most flow could be produced from a very high 

permeability layer even though other intervals have significant but lower permeabilities. 

Flow surveys were not performed in all boreholes. Given the above nuances, 

hydrogeologic layers were defined using a combination of lithologic and geophysical 
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logs, borehole flow surveys, some pumping and injection tests, and drilling history logs. 

Table 4.1 lists the sources of borehole and hydrogeologic data. Hydraulic tests are used 

sparingly because many results are poorly matched to analytic solutions. 

Table 4.1 (following page). Sources of borehole geophysical and hydrologic data used to 
discretize geologic units and assign hydrogeologic properties. 
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Bore- Geologic units Lithology Borehole Temperature Pumping Injection Matrix Matrix Fracture 
hole beneath WT flow logs logs tests tests EOTOSit~ Eermeabilit~ Eorosit~ 

H-1 Prow Pass 18 18 19 18 18 18 18 na 
Tuff- Older 
tuffs 

H-3 Tram Tuff- 23 24 19 24 24 na na na 
Lithic Ridge 
Tuff 

H-4 Prow Pass 9,25,26 26 19 26 9 na na 9 
Tuff- Lithic 
Ridge Tuff 

H-5 Bullfrog Tuff 4 4 19 17 17 na na na 
-Lava 

H-6 Prow Pass 6,7 6 19 6 6 na na na 
Tuff- Lithic 
Ridge Tuff 

G-1 Topopah 21 na 19 na na na na na 
Spring Tuff-
Older tuffs 

G-2 Topopah 16 27 19 15a na na na na 
Spring Tuff-
Lava and flow 
breccia 

G-3 Bullfrog Tuff- 20 na 19 na na 2 2 na 
Older tuffs 

G-4 Prow Pass 3 14 19 14 14 2,14 2 na 
Tuff- Tram 
Tuff 

b#l Calico Hills 15 13 19 13 13 13 13 na 
Formation-
Lithic Ridge 
Tuff 

c- Calico Hills 10 11 11 11,12 11 10 10 na 
holes Formation -

Tram Tuff 
p#1 Calico Hills 5 8 19 8 8 1 na 

Formation-
Paleozoic 
carbonates 

J-13 Topopah 22 na 19 22 22 22 na na 
Spring Tuff -
Lithic Ridge 
Tuff 

references: 
I. Anderson, 1991 12. Geldon eta/., 1997 22. Thordarson, 1983 
2. Anderson, 1994 13. Lahoud eta/., 1984 23. Thordarson eta/., 1984 
3. Bentley, 1984 14. Lobmeyer, 1986 24. Thordarson eta/., 1985 
4. Bentley eta/., 1983 15. Lobmeyer eta/., 1983 25. Whitfield eta/., 1984 
5. Carr eta/., 1986 15a. O'Brien, 1998 26. Whitfield eta/., 1985 
6. Craig and Reed, 1991 16. Maldonada and Koether, 1983 27. U.S. Geological Survey 
7. Craig eta/., 1983 17. Robison and Craig, 1991 unpublished report, 
8. Craig and Robison, 1984 18. Rush eta/., 1984 Heat-pulse flowmeter 
9. Erickson and Waddell, 1985 19. Sass et al., 1988 survey data from well 
10. Gel don, 1993 20. Scott and Castellanos, 1984 use G-2, March 9, 1995. 
11. Geldon, 1996 21. Spengler eta/., 1981 
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4.5.1 Lithic Ridge Tuff 

The Lithic Ridge Tuff is non- to partially welded with few fractures, and it has secondary 

alteration in the form of clay minerals and zeolites. The unit is present in borehole H-1, 
\ 
( 

H-3, H-4, H-6, G-1, G-3, b#l, J-13, and p#1, and it has the same character in each 

borehole. This unit is the lower confining unit in the saturated zone model because of its 

low permeability and because the 21 m head increase in borehole p#l was first observed 

in the older unnamed tuffs just beneath the Lithic Ridge Tuff (Craig and Robison, 1984 ). 

The Lithic Ridge Tuff and its underlying bedded tuff (maximum thickness= 6 m) is fully 

penetrated in only five boreholes (G-1, G-2, G-3, H-1, and p#l), and the cumulative 

thickness in these holes is 297, 303, 204, 305, and 194m, respectively. Carr et al. (1986) 

constructed an isopach using borehole data, outcrop measurements, and regional geologic 

relationships (Figure 4.4). Their-isopach did not consider data from borehole p#"l, but the 

map closely approximates the measured thickness. 
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Figure 4.4. Isopach of the Lithic Ridge Tuff defined by Carr et al. (1986) within the 
model area. 

4.5.2 Lava Flows and Breccias 
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A layer of lava flows and breccias were penetrated in boreholes H-1, H-6, G-1, G-2, and 

H-5. The observed thicknesses are 119,253, 118,24, and at least 176m, respectively. 

The unit is present between the Lithic Ridge Tuffand Tram Tuff. Figure 4.5 is an 

isopach of the lava flows and breccias. The isopach is constructed using the measured 

thicknesses and a zero thickness constraint imposed by nearby boreholes H-3, H-4, b#1, 

and WT #6, in which the unit was not observed. The interpolated isopach honors the 

observation that the thickness in H-5 must be greater than 176 m, and it is also 

representative of a flow deposit in general. Most of the lava flows and breccias in each 

borehole are altered to clays and zeolites (Mattson, 1994). They therefore have low 

permeability. 
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Figure 4.5. Isopach of lava flows and breccias. Control points for interpolation are data 
at H-1, H-6. G-1. G-2, and zero thicknesses assigned at boreholes H-3, H-4,. b#1, and 
WT#6. 

4.5.3 Lower Volcanic Confining Unit 

The lava flows and breccias are low permeability layers like the Lithic Ridge Tuff. The 

two are therefore lumped into a single composite confining unit. The composite isopach 

is shown in Figure 4.6. The thinning of the unit to the east and south may be a 

significant hydrogeologic feature since the unit separates the lower volcanic aquifer and 

the Paleozoic units and older tuffs. The Lower Volcanic Confining Unit is modeled as a 

low permeability, homogeneous formation, but it is discretized into three model layers 

because it is thick. 
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Figure 4.6. Isopach of Lower Volcanic Confining Unit. 

The isopachs of the remaining units are taken from the ISM2.0 3-D geologic model. 

Figures 4.7 through 4.12 show the thicknesses of these units beneath the water table. 

4.5.4 Crater Flat Group 
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Each unit in the Crater Flat Group is discretized into three layers to replicate the welding 

variation described earlier. A thin layer of bedded tuff underlies each of these units. 

These layers are considered part of the respective unit, except for the pre-Tram bedded 

tuff, which has distinctive properties compared to the Tram Tuff. 
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4.5.4.1 Pre-Tram Bedded Tuff 

The thickness of pre-Tram bedded tuff does not exceed 20 min any of the saturated zone 

boreholes in the model except in G-2, where it is 50 m thick. Significant flow was 

observed at and near the pre-Tram bedded tuff and Lithic Ridge Tuff contact in 

boreholes H-3, H-4, and H-5. The contribution to total pumped flow was 30%, 12%, 

and 5%, respectively. In addition, a thin (2.5 m) densely welded sub-unit at the top of 

the Lithic Ridge Tuff was noted in G-2. The bedded tuff is represented by a single 

model layer. 

4.5.4.2 Tram Tuff 

This unit is present in all of the deep saturated zone boreholes. A central, higher 

permeability layer is present in six boreholes. A different permeability structure is 

observed in five boreholes. The central portion ofthe Tram Tuff in H-6 produces 32% of 

pumped flow and has increased welding as compared to the surrounding layers. No flow 

survey was conducted in borehole G-1, but drilling history logs show that the maximum 

rate of penetration and mud loss in the Tram Tuff occurred near the central interval 

(MacDougall, date unknown). Furthermore, lithologic logs show that the greatest degree 

of welding is in the central portion of the unit. The lithologic log of G-2 only identifies 

two intervals, one as nonwelded and the other as partially welded. However, drilling 

history data shows that the maximum rate of penetration and mud loss occurred near the 

center (Maldonado and Koether, 1983). In G-3 the central interval is more densely 

welded and has a higher fracture density than the surrounding intervals. In borehole G-4 

94% of pumped flow is produced from a 20 m interval near the center of the unit, where 



there is increased fracturing. In borehole J-13 the upper and lower section of the Tram 

Tuff are zeolitized, whereas the central layer is partly welded and therefore more 

permeable. No borehole flow was observed in H-1 and welding is nearly constant 

throughout. The layering characteristics observed in other boreholes are different than 

those described above. In borehole H-5 the Tram Tuff is partially welded over most of 

. the section and flow only occurs in the bedded tuff. In borehole H-3 the moderate to 
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densely welded section is within the top half of the unit and 70% of the pumped water 

comes from this section. The moderate to densely welded section in H-4 is in the upper 

Tram Tuff, which is also where some of the pumped water originated. The Tram Tuff in 

borehole p#1 is mostly partially welded and no borehole flow was observed. The central 

Tram Tuff is not observable in the c-holes because a zone of tuff breccia intersects the 

unit. Geldon (1993) suggests that this altered zone is the Paintbrush Canyon Fault or a 

splay of the fault. The Tram Tuff is subdivided into three equal thickness layers to 

reflect the layered permeability structure. 

4.5.4.3 Bullfrog Tuff 

The Bullfrog Tuff is present in all deep saturated zone boreholes except H-3. Lithologic 

and flow logs show that the central region of the Bullfrog Tuff is, in general, a moderate 

to densely welded interval from which most of the water is produced during pumping. 

Flow comes from the central interval in borehole H-1, H-6, b#1, and in the c-holes. No 

flow surveys were conducted in G-1, G-2, or G-3, but the unit in each borehole is more 

densely welded in the central section. In addition, fracture frequency in G-3 increases in 

the central Bullfrog Tuff. No flow was observed in p#1, but the central layer is more 
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densely welded than the surrounding layers. H-4 shows discrete flow in the upper 

quarter of the unit, but the upper and lower intervals 'are only partly welded, and caliper 

logs indicate more fracturing in the central interval. Borehole G-4 and J-13 do not show 

significant variations in welding within the unit. Finally, flow in H-5 occurs in the upper 

half of the unit, although it is only partially welded. In general, the central, higher 

permeability layer structure is present in most boreholes, and the unit is therefore 

subdivided into three hydrogeologic layers. 

4.5.4.4 Prow Pass Tuff 

Lithologic and flow logs show that the central interval of the Prow Pass Tuff is, in 

general, more densely welded than the adjacent intervals and is the interval from which 

most of the water is produced during pumping. In borehole H-4, 19% of the total 

borehole flow comes from the central portion of the unit. The flow survey in p#l shows 

that most of the total pumped water comes from the middle to upper portion of the unit. 

Flowing intervals generally occur near the center of the unit in other wells. The unit is 

therefore divided into three hydrologic layers. 

4.5.5 Calico Hills Formation 

The Calico Hills Formation is characterized as an upper confining unit that separates the 

high permeabilityTopopah Spring Formation and the Crater Flat Tuffs (Luckey et al., 

1996). In general, it has low permeability because the individual pyroclastic layers are 

generally nonwelded and zeolitized (Moyer and Geslin, 1995). The unit is present at the 
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water table in the northwestern section of the model where the-large hydraulic gradient is 

observed (Figure 4.10). The formation is discretized into three layers. 

4.5.6 Topopah Spring Tuff 

The Topopah Spring Tuff defines the upper volcanic aquifer, except near its base where 

vitric sub..:zones and bedded tuff are present. This layer is zeolitized and of low 

permeability, and it is modeled as a single layer. A relatively thin section of this unit is 

present on the eastern side of the model (Figure 4.11) The remaining sections of the unit 

are generally densely welded and have numerous lithophysal horizons, both of which 

make it a high permeability unit. It resides mainly in the unsaturated zone and dips below 

the water table only to the east. Here it is a productive aquifer where borehole J-13 is 

routinely pumped for the Nevada Test Site. The unit is subdivided into four layers, 

although it could have been represented by two layers given its relative absence in the 

model. 
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Figure 4.7. Thickness of the Tram Tuff beneath the water table. 
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Figure 4.9. Thickness of the Prow Pass Tuff beneath the water table. 
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4.6 Vertical Concatenation of Individual Layers 

The 23 mesh layers were stacked and the vertical connections within a grid block column 

were computed based on the thicknesses of individual layers. The connection distances L 

are formulated in the same manner as the 2-D connection scheme: each connection, 

D 1 and D2, represents the distance from each node to the interface separating the layers. 

The vertical connection interface area within a grid block column is equal to the 2-D area 

of the grid block. 

Due to the scheme used to facilitate discretization of faults (described below), there are 

23 layers in every grid block column even though not all units are present beneath the 

water table everywhere. The grid blocks of hydrogeologic layers that are not beneath the 

water table have thicknesses ranging from 1 and 3 m, and these grid blocks are assigned 

the rock property of the unit that is present at the water table. 

4. 7 Selection and Representation of Faults 

As described in Section 2.8, north-trending normal faults are the dominant faults because 

of their large displacement and laterally continuity. The strike-slip and intrablock faults 

are considered secondary features because of their scarcity and relatively small 

displacement. Therefore, only the block bounding faults are modeled explicitly. The 3-D 

geologic model of Clayton et al. (1997) defines block-bounding faults as those which 

have more than 30 m of vertical displacement and a 2 mile (3200 m) or longer surface 

trace (Clayton et al., 1997). These include the Solitario Canyon Fault, Iron Ridge Fault, 

Dune Wash Fault, Bow Ridge Fault, Midway Valley Fault, Paintbrush Canyon Fault, and 
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Forty Mile Wash Fault. The model is discretized to account for these faults and four 

others located near the southern boundary of the model (Figure 4.3). The two parallel 

faults of the Solitario Canyon Fault are represented as a single fault which accounts for 

the total offset across the two faults. Faults are modeled as vertical features. 

4. 7.1 Fault Discretization 

In the horizontal plane a fault is modeled with a continuous band of equal-width grid 

blocks (Figure 4.3). This scheme preserves the natural continuity of faults and enables 

modeling of a fault with no internal zone (displacement-only fault), or one that also has a 

fault zone. Fault grid blocks are located along their surface traces defined in the 3-D 
I 

geologic model. Fault grid blocks are approximately 150 x 150m, except along Forty 

Mile Wash Fault and the fault east of the Iron Ridge Fault, where they are approximately 

300 x 300 m. The lateral dimensions of fault grid blocks do not represent the actual 

width of faults but rather the width over which fault properties are averaged. Fault 

displacement varies along strike anddisplacement is constant with depth. Figure 4.13 

shows the displacement along modeled faults. 
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Figure 4.14 shows how grid blocks at faults are discretized to account for fault 

displacement. Fault grid blocks are positioned such that the lateral interface area between 

two grid block layers on either side of the fault is represented properly. The height of an 

individual fault grid block is equal to the vertical distance over which the adjacent layers 

are displaced, and the rock properties of that grid block correspond to the rock type on 

one side of the fault. A fault zone is represented by setting the permeability of the fault 

grid block to the desired value. 
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Figure 4.14. Vertical discretization of fault grid blocks. Dots are grid block nodes and 
dashed lines are grid block connections. 

Besides the explicit representation of faults, a unique feature of the model is the 

representation of dipping layers with a single layer of grid blocks. This reduces the 

number of grid blocks needed to model a dipping layer, and it also accurately represents 

the continuity of a layer. A traditional finite-difference mesh oriented in the horizontal 

plane would require many more grid blocks to represent a dippi11g layer. In order to 
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model the dipping layers and fault displacement, grid block connections across faults and 

within layers in the horizontal plane are not orthogonal to the grid block interface area. 

Deviations are generally less than 10 degrees, which does not impart a noticeable error in 

the flow calculation. 

4.8 Comparison to Geologic Model 

The accurate representation of geologic structure in the saturated zone model is illustrated 

in Figures 4.15 through 4.17. Figure 4.15 shows the distribution ofrock units at the top 

of the saturated zone model, and Figure 4.16 is a perspective view of the 3-D geologic 

model, for comparison. There are some discrepancies between the two figures because 

the surface shown for the geologic model is at a constant elevation of 706 m, whereas the 

water table in the flow model ranges from 728 m to more than a 1200 min the northwest 

comer. 

Figure 4.17a is a cross-section through the flow model along A-A', as shown in Figure 

4.16, and Figure 4.17b is the same cross-section through the 3.:.D geologic model. The 

layer thicknesses, fault displacements, and intersection of different units at the water table 

are replicated. Although discrepancies exist, in particular due to assumption of vertical 

faults, the overall character of the faulted structure is replicated. 
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along A-A' through ISM2.0: A 3D Geologic Framework and Integrated Site Model of 
Yucca Mountain (Clayton et al., 1997). 
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5. Hydrogeologic and Thermal Properties 

5.1 Permeability 

As described in Section 2.5, the c-holes provide the most reliable permeability estimates 

of units in the Crater Flat Group. These units have been characterized in detail using 

borehole geophysical logs and pumping and injection tests. Pumping tests with multiple 

observation boreholes have been conducted as well (Geldon, 1993, 1996). In order to use 

the most data available, the hydraulic tests conducted in the 1980's were carefully 

reviewed to check the data quality and goodness-of-fit of analytic solutions. The 

permeabilities assigned to the units are either reported values or they were calculated 

using the reported transmissivity of the entire interval multiplied by the percent of flow 

from the unit in question, divided by the unit thickness. 

In comparison to the saturated zone, hydraulic testing in the unsaturated zone has been 

extensive. Some of the unsaturated zone test results are therefore used to define 

permeability of rock layers and faults in the saturated zone, where appropriate. 

5.1.1 Upper Volcanic Aquifer 

Except for the basal vitric sub-zones, the Topopah Spring Tuff is a high permeability and 

relatively homogeneous unit. J-13 is the only borehole at the mountain where this unit is 

beneath the water table. The permeability determined from a pumping test is 10-12 m2 

(Thordarson, 1983). This value agrees with permeabilities determined by calibration of 

an unsaturated zone model to liquid saturation profiles (Bodvarsson et al., 1997). The 

calibrated values for six different horizons in the upper lithophysal zones range from 
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1.2xl0-12 to 8.5x10- 13 m2
. The mean fracture permeability determined from air injection 

tests in 4 unsaturated zone boreholes is 1.3x10- 12 m2
, with a standard deviation less than 1 

order of magnitude (LeCain, 1997). This unit is therefore modeled with a constant and 

homogeneous permeability of w-IZ m2
. 

s:1.2 Upper Volcanic Confining Unit 

The Upper Volcanic Confining Unit consists of the basal vitric sub-zones of the Topopah 

Spring Tuff and the Calico Hills Formation. Calibration of an unsaturated zone model to 

liquid saturation profiles yielded a minimum permeability of 2.5x10-15 m2 for the Calico 

Hills Formation (Bodvarsson et al., 1997), and the permeability calculated from a 

pumping test in G-2 is 4xl0-14 m2 (O'Brien, 1998). Tests at the c-holes yielded a 

permeability of 2x10-13 m2
, although most flow comes from a discrete fractured zone at 

the base of the Calico Hills Formation (Geldon. 1996). This value defined the maximum 

permeability considered for calibration. The minimum permeability considered for model 

calibration was 10-15 m2
• 

5.1.3 Lower Volcanic Aquifer 

Luckey et al. (1996) report a permeability between 5x10-13 and 10-12 m2 for the Lower 

Volcanic Aquifer (Prow Pass, Bullfrog, and Tram Tuff). These values are representative 

of a composite permeability for this aquifer. Since Geldon (1996) reports that the 

permeability of the Bullfrog Tuff is 1.4x10-11 m2
, lower permeabilities must also be 

present. In addition, the non welded layers within each unit have a lower permeability 
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than the reported permeability for each individual unit because the densely welded zones 

are more permeable. 

Pumping tests at the c-holes suggest that the high permeability layers of the Crater Flat 

Tuff are continuous at least to a scale of several kilometers, since drawdown transients in 

the c-holes and in boreholes UE-25 ONC-1, H-4, WT #3, and WT #14, located as far as 

3.5 km from the c-holes, yielded transmissivities with the same order of magnitude 

(Geldon et al., 1997). This suggests that assignment of a uniform permeability for these 

layers may be reasonable, at least on that scale. 

The calculated permeability of the Prow Pass Tuff in H-1 and GA is approximately 

10-12 m2 (Lobmeyer, 1986; Rush et al., 1984). Tests in the c-holes yielded a permeability 

of 4x10-12 m2 (Geldon, 1996). This value is representative of the central welded zone 

where most flow is pumped. Therefore, the range of permeabilities of the Prow Pass Tuff 

considered in the model was w-14 to 10-12 m2
. 

The permeability of the Bullfrog Tuff in borehole H-5 and H-6 is 2x10-13 m2 (Craig and 

Reed, 1991; Robison and Craig, 1991)and 4x10-11 m2 in the c-holes (Geldon, 1996). 

Therefore, a permeability, range from 10-13 to 10-11 m2 was considered for this unit. 

The permeability of the Tram Tuff in borehole H-3, H-5, H-6, and p#1 ranges from 

2x10-15 to 7x10-13 m2 (Craig and Reed, 1991; Craig and Robison, 1984; Robison and 

Craig, 1991; Thordarson et al., 1985). However, the permeability in H-1 is 3x10-17 m2 
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(Rush et al., 1984). This extreme value results from the absence of fractures in this 

borehole. Therefore, a permeability range from 10-15 to 10-13 m2 was considered for this 

unit. 

5.1.4 Lower Volcanic Confining Unit 

Packer-injection test data that are matched well with analytic solutions yield 

permeabilities from less than 10-16 m2 to 2x10- 18 m2 for the Lithic Ridge Tuff (Rush et al., 

1984; Thordarson et al., 1985). Matrix permeability of a flow breccia core sample from 

borehole H-1 was 10-18 m2
, and a packer injection test yielded a permeability of 

3x10-18 m2 (Rush et al., 1984). Thus, the composite confining unit was modeled as a 

homogeneous formation with a permeability of w-l? m2
. 

5~2 Porosity 

Simulations described in this work are steady-state, and the flow visualization tracer is 

used to define flow paths, not a solute plume. Therefore, simulation results are 

independent of porosity. By using a homogeneous porosity, the flow visualization tracer 

is representative of flow paths. 

5.3 Thermal Conductivity 

The thermal conductivities assigned to the model layers are based on laboratory tests on 

rocks cores (Brodsky et al., 1997; Sass et al., 1988), and they range from.1.22 to 

2.1 Jm·1 OC
1s-1 (Table 5.1). 
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Table 5 .1. Ranges of hydrogeologic properties used in simulations. 

ISM2.0 geologic unit (Clayton eta/., 1997) SZ model k [m2] K porosity 

layer [J m' 1 °C1 s'1] ¢ 

top_ 
Topopah xi-rich nonlithophysal zone Tptrn 

Topopah xi-rich lithophysal zone Tptrl tptrn 10
.12 (1,6) 1.8 (2,11) 2.8 x10·4 

Topopah lithic rich member Tptf (1) 

Topopah upper lithophysal zone Tptpul 

Topopah middle nonlithophysal zone Tptprnn tprnnl 10
.12 

(1,6) 

Topopah lower lithophysal zone Tptpll tprnn2 10-12 (1,6) 2.1 (2,11) 2.8 x10·4 

Topopah lower nonlithophysal zone TptpJn ~rnn3 10
.12 

(1,6) (1) 
Topopah lower densely welded vitric sub-zone Tptpv3 

Topopah non-partly-welded vitric sub-zones Tptpvl-2 tptv3 2x10. 14 (1) 2.1 (2, 11) 2.8 x10·4 

I pre-Topopah Spring Tuff bedded tuff Tpbtl (1) 

Calico Hills Formation undifferentiated Tac calc! 

pre-Calico Hills Formation bedded tuff Tacbt calc2 J0'15-2x10-I3 1.22 (2,11) 2.8 x10·4 

Tacbt calc3 
Prow Pass Tuff upper non welded zone Tcp [unw] prowl 

Prow Pass Tuff welded zone Tcp [w] prow2 10''4-10-12 1.42 (2,11) 2.8 x10·4 

Prow Pass Tuff lower non welded zone Tcp [lnw] prow3 (5,7,8,10) 
!pre-Prow Pass Tuff bedded tuff Tg>_[bt] 
Bullfrog Tuff upper non welded zone Tcb [unw] buill 

Bullfrog Tuff welded .zone Tcb [w] bull2 w· 13 -w·" 1.63 (2,11) 2.8 xl0·4 

Bullfrog Tuff lower non welded zone Tcb [lnw] bull3 (3,5,8,9, 10) 
!pre-Bullfrog Tuff bedded tuff Tcb [bt] 

tram! 

Tram Tuff undifferentiated Tct tram2 10-15 -J0-13 1.72 (2,11) 2.8 x10'4 

tram3 (3,9,10,12) 
ll"'e-Tram Tuff bedded tuff Tct [btl tram4 

Composite Confining Unit lith I 10'17 (10,12) 

(defined in this report) lith2 10'17 (10,12) 1.84 (2,11) 2.8 x10'4 

lith3 10'17 oo,t2) 

bottom 
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6. 2-D Simulations 

6.1 Introduction 

Simulations of steady-state flow in a cross-section of the full model were performed as an 

initial step to gain insight into the potential role of hydrogeologic features on fluid and 

heat flow. In particular, the 2-D simulations were used to examine the possible 

mechanisms that can produce fluid upwelling, the observed head gradients and water 

table temperatures. They are also used to elucidate the potential flow pathways and 

spreading of potential contaminants by mechanical dispersion. These simulations 

considered (1) displacement-only faults, (2) high permeability faults, and (3) low 

permeability faults. In addition, the effects of hydrogeologic structure on water table 

temperatures was examined. The calibrated model for each case revealed which fault and 

formation properties can account for the observed head data, thereby constraining the 

range of properties that needed to be considered for the 3-D simulations. 

6.2 2-D Model 

The 2-D model is a vertical cross-section oriented approximately perpendicular to the 

water table contours near the center of the 3-D model (Figure 4.17). A continuous band 

of grid blocks along A-A' does not exist. Therefore, the 2-D model cross-section is 

defined by a series of connected grid blocks that are close to A-A'. The vertical and 

horizontal connection areas, connection distances, and grid block volumes of these grid 

blocks as defined in the full 3-D model are recalculated such that they represent a 2-D 

model projection of A-A' onto the x-z plane. The projected model has a constant 

thickness of 150m. Figure 4.17a shows the 2-D model. 



6.3 Simulation Approach 

6.3.1 General 

Steady-state and isothermal flow was simulated. Simulations of the effects of all fault 

types followed the same approach: permeabilities of hydrogeologic layers and/or faults 

were modified by a trial-and-error process until a best-fit calibration to the measured 

heads in boreholes H-4 and WT #14, and to the water table gradient in general, was 

achieved. The total flux through the model was also compared to estimated fluxes as a 

second calibration check. 
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The calibrated formation properties are non-unique. Therefore, in comparing two 

different fault types, a different layer permeability distribution could be used in each case. 

In order to examine the effects of faults only, the approach taken was to first calibrate the 

displacement-only faults model to define layer permeabilities, and then to use these 

values for the initial distribution when calibrating the high- and low-permeability fault 

models. 

6.3.2 Flow Visualization Tracer 

The flow field was examined using the EOS7 module for TOUGH2 (Pruess, 1991b). The 

module is designed for simulation of single- or multi-phase flow of brine, water, and gas. 

It is used here to simulate single-phase transport of an isothermal water-brine mixture. 

The brine is assigned the same density and viscosity as water. As a result, the brine 

effectively acts as a conservative tracer, and since EOS7 does not include a description of 

diffusion, the simulated tracer distribution results from advection and numerical 
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dispersion only. The tracer is referred to as a flow visualization tracer in this work. For a 

particular simulation, a constant tracer mass fraction (X1racer) of 1.0 is specified at a 

point(s) in a steady-state flow field and the tracer distribution after some time is used to 

infer flow pathways and the implied mechanical dispersion due to the flow heterogeneity. 

The flow visualization tracer does not represent a solute plume. Some of the tracer 

spreading is due to numerical dispersion. However, assuming the numerical dispersion is 

roughly the same for each simulation, the relative differences between different flow 

fields can be examined. 

Figure 6.1 is an example flow visualization tracer distribution using a model that has a 

predictable flow field. The left and right sides are constant head boundaries and the 

permeability is homogeneous and isotropic. The flow visualization tracer shows the 

general flow pathway. 
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Figure 6.1. Example flow visualization tracer in a steady-state flow field. Vertical 
exaggeration= 4;x.. 



6.4 Boundary Conditions 

6.4.1 Hydraulic Head 
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The western and eastern sides of the model are constant head boundaries. The 

western-most column of grid blocks corresponds to well H-6 and was assigned a head of 

776 m. The measured head in this well at the water table is 776.02 m and is 775.94 m 

225 m beneath the water table (Table 2.2). This head difference is negligible with respect 

to down-gradient calibration since the head immediately east of the Solitario Canyon 

Fault is 45 m lower. A constant head of 729 m is assigned to the eastern column. This is 

an approximate head based on interpolation of measured heads near the eastern boundary. 

6.4~2 Flux 

. Figure 6.2 shows the surface infiltration map for the Yucca Mountain area (Flint et al., 

1996 (unpublished)). Simulations of fluid flow in the unsaturated zone show that the 

percolation flux to the repository level is approximately the same as the surface 

infiltration. Some simulations show that flux to the water table in the area of the 

repository may be different, mainly because flow can be diverted eastward above the low 

permeability basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff. However, it is unclear how the 

Ghost Dance Fault may act to transmit water vertically to the water table beneath the 

repository (Ritcey et al., 1997; Wu et al., 1996). Given the uncertainty of percolation to 

the water table, and for the purposes of this modeling work, percolation to the water table 

is assumed to equal surface infiltration. Percolation flux is modeled by assigning a 

constant mass generation rate to the grid blocks on the top-most model layer. The base of 

the Lithic Ridge confining unit is a no-flow boundary. 
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Figure 6.2. Infiltration distribution at Yucca Mountain, Nevada (from Flint et al., 1996 
(unpublished)). 
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6.5 Case 1: Displacement-Only Faults 

6.5.1 Base Case 

Figure 6.3 and Table 6.1 show the calibrated permeability distribution and Figure 6.4 

shows the corresponding steady-state head distribution for the displacement-only faults 

model. The Prow Pass, Bullfrog, and Tram Tuff each have the characteristic 

higher-permeability central layer. The base of the Calico Hills Formation has a higher 

permeability than the upper layers, as observed by Geldon (1996). 
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Figure 6.3. Percolation flux boundary and calibrated permeability distribution in the 
displacement-only faults model. 
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Table 6.1. Calibrated perrneabilities for saturated zone model layers. 

ISM2.0 geo logic unit (Clayton eta/ ., 1997) SZ model k [m2
] 

layer 

Topopah xi-rich nonlithophysal zone 

Topopah xi-rich lithophysal zone tptrn 2x10·12 

Topopah lithic rich member 

Topopah upper lithophysal zone 

Topopah middle nonlithophysal zone tpmnl 2x10·12 

Topopah lower lithophysal zone tpmn2 2x10·12 

Topopah lower nonlithophysal zone tpmn3 2x 10·12 

Topopah lower densely welded vitric sub-zone 

Topopah non-partly-welded vitric sub-zones tptv3 2xl0-14 

[pre-Topopah Spring Tuff bedded tuff 

Calico Hills Formation undifferentiated and calcl 10-15 

pre-Calico Hills Formation bedded tuff calc2 10-15 

" calc3 10-13 

Prow Pass Tuff upper non welded zone prowl 10-14 

Prow Pass Tuff welded zone prow2 10
.12 

Prow Pass Tuff lower nonwelded zone and prow3 10-14 

!pre-Prow Pass Tuff bedded tuff 

Bullfrog Tuff upper nonwelded zone buill 10-13 

Bullfrog Tuff welded zone bull2 10-11 

Bullfrog Tuff lower nonwelded zone and bull3 10-13 

pre-Bullfrog Tuff bedded tuff 

traml 5x10·16 

Tram Tuff undifferentiated tram2 5 .7x10-15 

tram3 5x10·16 

pre-Tram Tuff bedded tuff tram4 5x10·16 

lithl 10-17 

Lithic Ridge Tuff and lava flows and breccia lith2 10-17 

(defined in this report) lith3 10-17 
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Figure 6.4. Calibrated steady-state head distribution in the displacement-only faults 
model. Vertical exaggeration = 4x. 

The head contours in Figure 6.4 are spaced at 0.5 m intervals in the small-gradient zone 

and at 5 m intervals across the Solitario Canyon Fault. In addition, the head at borehole 

H-4 and WT #14 is shown. The residual head in borehole H-4 and WT #14 is +0.03 and 

-0.16 m, respectively, where residual head is the actual head minus the simulated head. 

The simulated gradient east of Solitario Canyon Fault is approximately 0.0002, which is 

within the observed range of 0.0001 to 0.0003 (Luckey et al., 1996). The simulated 

specific discharge is 0.55 rn/yr, which is of the same order as average estimates provided 

by the Saturated Zone Expect Elicitation Project (Geomatrix Consultants Incorporated, 

1997). Specific discharge near the water table below the potential repository, located 

immediately west of Dune Wash Fault, is on the order of em y(1 and at least 3.5 m y( 1 in 

portions of the Lower Volcanic Aquifer. 
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The hydraulic head in the Lithic Ridge Tuff in borehole H-4 is 15 em greater than the 

water table elevation (Table 2.2), and the resulting vertical gradient is one of several that 

are hypothesized to indicate vertical upwelling from the Carbonate Aquifer (Fridrich et 

al., 1994; Luckey et al., 1996). The simulated head in the Lithic Ridge Tuff in borehole 

H-4 is 40 em greater than the water table elevation , which is of the same order as the 

observed difference. In addition , upward vertical head gradients are predicted over most 

of the model. This shows that upwelling from the Carbonate Aquifer is not necessarily 

the cause of the observed upward gradients . Rather, these gradients result from the 

geometry of the formation and the location of higher and lower permeability units. In this 

case, the higher-permeability Crater Flat Group overlies the Lower Volcanic Confining 

Unit. The upward flux through this confining unit is 10,000 times less than the horizontal 

flux in the Crater Flat Tuffs. Therefore, water that upwells through the deeper units will 

be diverted laterally immediately above the confining layer. The simulation also shows 

that the 45 m head difference observed across the Solitario Canyon Fault can result from 

the displacement of hydrogeologic layers only. Additional simulations showed that a 

high permeability fault zone cannot account for the moderate gradient. 

A flow visualization tracer shows the downgradient flow pathways of repository-source 

waters that percolate vertically to the water table. Figure 6.5 shows the flow visualization 

tracer at 50 years due to a constant tracer mass fraction boundary located at the water 

table directly beneath the repository. The Prow Pass and Bullfrog Tuff are present at the 

water table here. The eastern column of grid blocks is a zero tracer mass fraction 

boundary, so the lateral extent of the tracer is only an apparent travel distance. Pore 
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velocity is a function of the specific discharge and porosity. Therefore, the simulation 

can describe the distribution for any porosity. For example, the porosity used for this 

simulation is 2.8xl0-4
, so the simulation also describes flow after 500 yrs for ¢=2.8xl0-3. 

Travel time is not evaluated in this work, but the simulated time is noted so that the 

relative travel distance over time can be evaluated. 

Figure 6.5 shows that water percolating to the water table will flow within the higher 

permeability layers of the Crater Flat Group. Abutment of higher to lower permeability 

units at faults causes water to flow upwards at faults and then back into the higher 

permeability layers displaced on the eastern sides of the faults , as shown at the Midway 

Valley and Paintbrush Canyon Fault. Hence, although there is displacement at faults, a 

contaminant would mostly remain within relatively thin layers more than 200 m beneath 

the water table. 
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Figure 6_5. Flow visualization tracer at 50 years in the displacement-only faults model 
with percolation to the water table beneath the repository. Vertical exaggeration= 4x. 
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6.5.2 Effects of Unsatu rated Zone Flow Pathway 

Water percolating from the reposi tory could be diverted to the east because of the 

presence of the easterly-dipping low permeability basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring 

Tuff. Under these conditions, the water would flow into the saturated zone where this 

unit intersects the water table, which is located immediately west of the Bow Ridge Fault. 

Figure 6.6 shows the flow visualization tracer at 50 years when the source is at this 

j unction. The low permeabi li ty Calico Hi lls Formation beneath the vitrophyre restricts 

flow. For this case, the flow visualization tracer plume migrates only several hundred 

meters, compared to more than 7 km for upgradient source case, where the Bullfrog and 

Prow Pass Tuffs are present at the water table and provide a fast pathway for 

contaminants. 
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Figure 6.6. Flow visualization tracer at 50 years in the displacement-only faults model 
with tracer source at the Topopah Spring Tuff-water table contact. Vertical 
exaggeration= 4x. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the flow visualization tracer at 667 years . Due to the underlying Calico 

Hills Formation and the presence of the high permeability Topopah Spring Tuff at the 

water table immediately downgradient, most of the tracer flows close to the water table 

rather than downward within the dipping Crater Flat Tuffs. 
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Figure 6.7. Flow visualization tracer at 667 years in the displacement-only faults model 
with tracer source at the Topopah Spring Tuff-water table contact. Vertical 
exaggeration= 4x. 

6.5.3 Effects of Increased Percolation 

Percolation rates in the future will be different than those today because of climatic 

changes, for example. A simulation was performed to examine the possible effects of this 

change by using a percolation rates 10 times larger than in the base case model. The 

simulated head and tracer distribution are not significantly different than the base case 



simulation, which shows that the model is insensitive to these infiltration rates. Indeed, 

the maximum infiltration rate is 8 mm/yr compared to a specific discharge of 0.55 m/yr. 

6.6 Case 2: High Permeability Faults 

6.6.1 Base Case 

The following simulations examine the effects of faults that have a high permeability 
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fault zone. To calibrate this model, the layer permeabilities used in the displacement-only 

faults model were assumed and the fault permeabilities were adjusted until a best fit was 

found. A better fit was found, however, after a high permeability (10- 12 m2
) was assigned 

to the pre-Tram Tuff bedded tuff. This layer has a thickness between 10 and 50 meters 

over the cross section. The high permeability is suggested by borehole flow 

measurements in boreholes H-3 , H-4, and H-5, which showed that 30%, 12%, and 5%, 

respectively, of the total flow originated from this layer. 

The moderate gradient across the Solitario Canyon Fault could not be replicated using a 

high permeability fault zone. Rather, a permeability of 5x10- 16 m2 enabled calibration, as 

did a fault zone permeability of 10"12 m2 for the Dune Wash, Bow Ridge, Midway Valley, 

and Paintbrush Canyon Fault. The latter permeability agrees well with available, albeit 

sparse data (Bodvarsson et al., 1997; LeCain, 1998). The Forty Mile Wash Fault needed 

to be represented as a displacement-only fault to attain a reasonable fit to the observed 

head distribution. Figure 6.8 shows the steady-state head distribution for the high 

permeability faults model. 
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Figure 6.8 . Calibrated steady-state head distribution in the high permeability faults 
model. Vertical exaggeration = 4x. 

The residual head in boreholes H-4 and WT #14 is 0.2 and -0.03 m, respectively, and the 

vertical gradient at H-4 is reproduced. The simulated specific discharge is 0.57 m yr" 1
, 

which is of the same order as average estimates provided by the Saturated Zone Expect 

Elicitation Project (Geomatrix Consultants Incorporated, 1997). Thirdly, the simulated 

small gradient is approximately 0.0002, which is consistent with field observations. 

As in the displacement-only faults model, vertical gradients are present in the high 

permeability faults model. Figure 6.9 shows the flow visualization tracer at 50 years. 

The tracer distribution in general is similar to the displacement-only faults case in that 

water flows through the dipping and higher permeability layers of the Crater Flat Group 

and then upwards at faults. However, the tracer is more vertically dispersed in 
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comparison to the displacement-only faults case (Figure 6.5). This is due to the high 

permeability of the fault zones, through which water on the west side of a fau lts flows 

upwards within the fault and into the higher permeability layers on the east side. Water 

flowing within one layer on the western side can flow upwards and into multiple layers , 

for example, from the Prow Pass Tuff to the Prow Pass and Bullfrog Tuff. Figure 6.10 

shows that water upwelling in the Dune Wash Fault flows into the Bullfrog Tuff, and to a 

lesser degree, into the Prow Pass Tuff, for example. This implies that compared to 

displacement-only faults, the vertical dispersion of a contaminant plume would be 

significantly greater if the faults are high permeability features. 
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Figure 6.9. Flow visualization tracer at 50 years in the high permeability faults model 
with percolation to the water table beneath the repository. Vertical exaggeration= 4x. 
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Figure 6.10 shows that deep waters can upwell hundreds of meters through the faults . In 

this case , the tracer source is west of the Solitario Canyon Fault. Water from the west 

side of fault is channeled within the high permeability pre-Tram Tuff bedded tuff. Some 

of it then flows upwards within the Dune Wash Fault into the Crater Flat Group. Again , 

this illustrates that significant upwelling can occur through faults in the absence of any 

hydraulic connection to the Carbonate Aquifer. 
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Figure 6.10. Flow visualization tracer at 50 years in the high permeability faults model 
with tracer source west of Solitario Canyon Fault. Vertical exaggeration= 4x. 
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6.6.2 Effects of Unsaturated Zone Flow Pathway 

Figure 6.11 shows the tracer after 50 years when the source is at the Topopah Spring 

Tuff-water table contact. Initially, the presence of the nearby high permeability fault zone 

results only in a slight increase in vertical dispersion compared to the displacement-only 

faults case (Figure 6.6). Larger differences are apparent at later times, however. Figure 

6.12 shows the tracer distribution at 667 years. The tracer shows that water flows 

upwards in the faults, transporting the tracer from dipping layers on the west side of the 

faults up towards the water table. Upward flow is present in the fault because of the high 

permeability layers in the Bullfrog and Prow Pass are displaced down-to-the-west. 

Downgradient, the high permeability Topopah Spring Tuff is present at the water table, so 

water upwells into this layer. The cumulative result is that the tracer is dispersed 

vertically near the source and is then channeled up towards the water table and 

horizontally downgradient. An analogous contaminant plume originating at the water 

table would remain close to the water table several kilometers downgradient. This 

implies that vertical dispersion of a contaminant plume would be inhibited if the source 

was at the Topopah Spring Tuff-water table contact. However, as shown above, vertical 

dispersion would be enhanced if water percolated into the Bullfrog Tuff beneath the 

potential repository . Hence, the influence of a particular type of fault cannot be 

generalized. For the case considered here, vertical dispersion may be further limited 

when the formation begins heating after emplacement of waste, and the water table 

temperatures become greater than those at depth . Thermo-hydrologic modeling of the 

saturated zone shows that repository heating will increase water table temperatures (Ho et 

al. , 1996). Thermal buoyancy could then restrict downward flow beneath the water table. 
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Figure 6.11. Flow visualization tracer at 50 years in the high permeability faults model 
with tracer source at the Topopah Spring Tuff-water table contact. Vertical 
exaggeration = 4x . 
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Figure 6.12. Flow visualization tracer at 667 years in the high permeability faults model 
with tracer source at the Topopah Spring Tuff-water table contact. Vertical 
exaggeration= 4x. 



6.7 Case 3: Low Permeability Faults 

6.7.1 Base Case 
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A significant effort was extended in an attempt to calibrate the model assuming low 

permeability fault zones . However, the model could not be calibrated using a constant 

low permeability for each fault zone. Low fault zone permeability were defined as 

ranging between 10-17 and 10-14 m2
. Figure 6.13 shows the steady-state head distribution 

for a fault zone permeability of 10-14 m2
. Modification of layer permeabilities did not 

significantly improve calibration. A large gradient ( -0.004) across the Bow Ridge, 

Midway Valley, and Paintbrush Canyon Fault results from the close proximity of the low 

permeability zones. This gradient is approximately 20 times the observed small-gradient. 

Only constant fault properties were considered in the simulations described here, 

although it is possible that a model with spatially varying fault permeability could be 

calibrated. However, the inability to calibrate this simplified model indicates that faults 

cannot be considered low permeability features throughout the site. 

Flow visualization was used to examine the effects of low permeability faults in general , 

although the model may not be applicable to Yucca Mountain. Figure 6.14 shows the 

flow visualization tracer at 50 yrs. Low permeability faults restrict flow within the higher 

permeability layers. The vertically continuous low permeability fault zone creates an 

barrier to flow in all of the higher permeability layers. As a result, water flowing within 

the higher permeability layers flows upwards and downwards at a fault, as shown at the 

Forty Mile Wash Fault, for example. However, in a full 3-D system, water would also 

flow along fault strike due to the impedance, so the flow pathway shown is exaggerated. 
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Figure 6.13. Steady-state head distribution in a low permeability faults model. Vertical 
exaggeration= 4x. 
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Figure 6.14. Flow visualization tracer at 50 years in a low permeability faults model with 
percolation below the repository. Vertical exaggeration= 4x . 
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6.8 Heat Flow 

Water table temperature appears to be higher than average around the Solitario Canyon 

Fault and in the area around the Midway Valley Fault (Sass et al., 1995) (Figure 2.4). 

These anomalies have been interpreted as evidence of upwelling of warmer fluid from the 

Carbonate Aquifer through faults (Fridrich et al., 1991; Fridrich et al. , 1994 ). The 

following simulation shows how water table temperatures can be relatively higher near 

faults . 

6.8.1 Boundary Conditions 

A constant and uniform heat flux of 40 mW m·2 was assigned to grid blocks at the water 

table. Estimated vertical heat flux along A-A' (Figure 4.16) ranges from 34 to 49 

mW m·2 between borehole H-6 and the Dune Wash Fault, and to as much as 62 mW m·2 

in the Midway Valley (Sass et al., 1995). A constant temperature was applied to each 

grid block at the base of the model. Assigning the same temperature to each of these grid 

blocks would produce a variable water table temperature in a homogeneous model 

because the depth of the model is variable . In order to minimize the effect of the 

boundary geometry, the bottom grid blocks were assigned temperatures as a function of 

depth, such that the initial temperature gradient over the model is uniform. The 

corresponding temperature profile was defined assuming a constant thermal gradient of 

-30 oc km- 1 and water table temperature of 30 oc at 730 m. This approximation is based 

on the vertically averaged temperature gradients in boreholes J-13 and p#l, which are -10 

and -40 oc km- 1
, respectively . The temperatures assigned to the bottom grid blocks are 
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described by the equation 

T(zbottom) [m] = ( -30 °C km- 1)x(z -730 m)xl0-3 km m- 1+ 30 °C. 

The temperature was kept constant by assigning a large specific heat to these grid blocks. 

6.8.2 Heat Conduction 

The displacement-only faults model was used for this simulation. Each geologic unit was 

assigned a homogeneous thermal conductivity, as determined from core measurements 

(Table 5.1). All rock permeabilities were set to zero in order to simulate heat conduction 

only. The purpose of the simulation was to show how the thermal conductivity 

distribution influences the relative temperature variation at the water table. Calibration to 

actual temperatures was not performed. Figure 6.15 shows the simulated steady-state 

temperature profile. The simulated water table temperature is highest near the Solitario 

Canyon Fault. This is due to the underlying high thermal conductivity of the Composite 

Confining Unit and the Tram Tuff, which are very thick and close to the water table 

(Figures 4.6 and 4.7). 
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Figure 6.15. Steady-state temperature distribution due to heat conduction in the 
displacement-only faults model. Vertical exaggeration= 4x. 

6.8.3 Analysis of Temperature Data 

The water table temperature map of Sass et al. (1995) was constructed using borehole 

temperature Jogs . Analysis of these logs and of borehole flow logs reveals that some of 

the elevated water table temperatures are the result of fluid advection in the borehole, 

which is a local phenomena that does not indicate upwelling in the surrounding rock. 
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Borehole H-5, located to the northeast of Solitario Canyon, has a water table temperature 

of 35.5 °C. Figure 6.16 is the temperature log for borehole H-5. Arrows mark the 

locations where the borehole intersects discrete, high permeability intervals where flow 

was produced during a borehole-flow survey. Water enters the borehole and advects 

upward, resulting in a reduced temperature gradient and therefore increased temperature 

at the water table. The temperature profile in H-5 is characteristic of upward fluid 

advection in a borehole (Plisga, 1987). Inspection of other borehole logs shows that 

relatively high water table temperatures and upwards borehole advection are also present 



in boreholes H-4, H-5 , H-6. In addition , the high water table temperatures in well 

WT # 10 and WT # 11 , which do not intersect flowing intervals, are located in an area 

where the vertical heat-flux is 1.6 times the flux near H-5 and H-6. 
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Figure 6.16. Temperature log for borehole H-5. Arrows mark discrete intervals where 
flow was produced during a borehole-flow survey. 
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7. 3-D Simulations 

7.1 Introduction 

The benefit of the 2-D model is that simulations illustrate some of the effects of the 

faulted structure on groundwater flow and the cross-sectional model could clearly be 

visualized. In contrast, visualization of vertical flow in a 3-D model is difficult because 

flow is not unidirectional. Therefore, the degree to which upwelling and vertical 

dispersion occur along the actual section represented by the 2-D model (section A-A', 

Figure 4.17a) may be exaggerated or underestimated because water must flow in the x-z 

plane, whereas the path of least resistance might be parallel to fault strike, for example. 

The following simulations show the 3-D flow fields that result from the combined effect 

of the variable thickness, dip, and orientation of hydrologic layers, and from the variation 

of displacement along fault strike (Figure 4.13). 

7.2 3-D Sub-Model 

The full 3-D model was not used for the following simulations because it includes the 

perched water area located northwest of the potential repository. Two-phase (air+ water) 

flow simulations are required to simulate perched water, but only single-phase 

simulations are described in this work. For these reasons, a 3-D sub-model is used. 

Figure 7.1 shows the boundary grid blocks of the sub-model, which has 43,844 grid 

blocks and 152,680 connections. The upgradient boundary is the 730.85 m water table 

contour located at the eastern side of the potential repository . Therefore, the effects of the 

faulted structure on repository-source waters can be simulated. The distance between the 

east and west side is approximately 7 km. 
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Figure 7 .1. Boundary grid blocks of the 3-D sub-model. 

7.3 Simulation Approach 

Simulations were performed in the same manner as the 2-D simulations; a simulation was 

carried out to steady-state, and the resulting head distribution was used as the initial 

condition for the flow visualization tracer simulation. A constant tracer mass fraction of 

1.0 was assigned to a 300 x 300m grid block of the central layer of the Bullfrog Tuff that 

is located next to the up gradient boundary of the sub-model. The flow visualization 

tracer is representative of flow pathways of fluids that percolate into the Bullfrog Tuff 

located at the water table beneath the repository . The tracer simulation was carried out to 

50 years, and the tracer distribution in different hydrogeologic layers is shown to illustrate 

the 3-D flow field. Because the tracer mass fraction at the boundary grid blocks is zero, 

the tracer will only extend to the model boundaries even if water from the source grid 



block flows to the edges of the model. The tracer is not influenced by the boundary, 

however, because only advection is simulated. 

7.4 Boundary Conditions 

7.4.1 Hydraulic Head 

A constant and uniform hydraulic head was assigned to each column of boundary grid 

blocks. The assigned heads correspond to the water table map of Tucci and Burkhardt 

( 1995) (Figure 2.2). 

7.4.2 Flux 
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The top and bottom of the model were no-flux boundaries. Zero percolation was 

assumed because infiltration is generally less than 10 rnm y(1 in the small gradient zone 

(Figure 6.2), and the 2-D simulations showed that the head distribution is insensitive to 

the percolation rate. 

7.5 Case 1: Displacement-Only Faults 

As described earlier, calibration of the 2-D simulations served in part to constrain the 

range of properties needed for the 3-D simulations. Following this approach, the initial 

permeabilities used in the 3-D sub-model are the same as those in the calibrated 2-D 

displacement-only faults model. Fault properties are then adjusted to obtain a better fit to 

the water table surface. The initial permeabilities used are shown in Figure 6.4 and listed 

in Table 6.1. 
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Figure 7.2 shows the simulated steady-state water table. Contour lines have sharp bends 

because they are defined using linear interpolation of the heads at grid block nodes. A 

prominent feature is the relatively large gradient at the southern portion of the Paintbrush 

Canyon Fault. The gradient is 0.04 and more than ten times the observed gradient in the 

small gradient zone. It is due to the 200-290 m fault displacement in this area (Figure 

4.13) and from the absence of high permeability layers. As shown in Figure 4.8 and 

Figure 4.9, only several meters of the Bullfrog Tuff is present beneath the water table on 

the eastern side of the Paintbrush Canyon Fault here, while the Prow Pass Tuff is 

completely absent. As a result, the Bullfrog and Prow Pass Tuff on the western side of 

the fault only have contact with the Tram Tuff and part of the Lower Volcanic Confining 

Unit. The contrast in permeability is as much as 105
, which effectively creates a barrier to 

flow. The simulation serves to illustrate how the variation of fault displacement along 

strike and the variable orientation and thicknesses of units results in a heterogeneous 

permeability distribution. In this case, the scale of a low permeability zone is several 

kilometers. 
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Figure 7.2. Steady-state water table in the displacement-only faults model. 

Figure 7.3 shows the head distribution in the central layer of the Bullfrog Tuff. As 

indicated by the contour lines, water between the Bow Ridge and Midway Valley Fault 
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flows to the south, whereas the water table gradients indicate eastwardly flow . The flow 

directions are significantly different, thereby illustrating that the water table gradient may 

not be a good indication of contaminant flow directions at depth . Note that the gradients 



across faults in Figure 7.3 are not horizontal gradients . Rather, they are due to the 

difference in elevations across faults . 
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Figure 7.3. Steady-state head distribution in the central layer of the Bullfrog Tuff in the 
displacement-only faults model. 
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The heterogeneity introduced by the variation of fault displacement also results in large-

scale flow channeling. Figure 7.4 shows the tracer in the central layer of the Bullfrog 

Tuff after 50 years . Water does not flow east of the Midway Valley Fault between 

230,000 and 232,000 m latitude because of the nearby 200 meters of fault displacement 

and the subsequent contact between high and low permeability layers . Interestingly, 

Midway Valley Fault displacement decreases southward to less than 10 meters near the 

junction of the Midway Valley and Paintbrush Canyon Fault (Figure 4.13). As a result, 

flow is focused through this region because the high permeability Bullfrog Tuff is almost 

continuous across the fault. Further downgradient, the flow field bifurcates due to the 

presence of a flow barrier imparted by the large displacement at Paintbrush Canyon Fault. 

With regard to contaminant transport, this flow behavior indicates that the heterogeneity 

imparted by the faulted structure could produce large-scale channeling and 

macrodispersion of potential contaminants. 

Another interesting phenomenon is the abrupt change from southward to northward flow 

across the Midway Valley Fault at approximately 230,000 m latitude. The head 

distribution in the Bullfrog Tuff indicates that there is a northward component of the 

gradient on the east side of the Midway Valley Fault at this location. Again , this reveals 

flow phenomena that can not be anticipated from 2-D models and water table contours. 

In this case, water flows in a direction nearly opposite the water table gradient. 

The tracer distribution in the Prow Pass Tuff (Figure 7 .5) indicates where upwelling 

occurs. For example, the locally high mass fraction near the junction of the Midway 
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Valley and Paintbrush Canyon Fault results from the upwelling due to the large 

displacement along these faults. No tracer is located between the Paintbrush Canyon and 

Forty Mile Wash Fault at approximately 228,000 m longitude because the Prow Pass Tuff 

is not present beneath the water table there. 

Figure 7.6 shows the tracer distribution at the water table. Interestingly, upwelling due to 

displacement-only faults results in the presence of repository-source fluids at localized 

regions near the water table downgradient from the source. This flow pattern and the 

implied contaminant distribution is fundamentally different than a distribution predicted 

by analytic or numerical models of 2-D transport. The concentration distribution in a 2-D 

horizontal flow field with a continuous point source will have a continuously decreasing 

concentration with distance from the source (Bear et al., 1993), and a similar distribution 

is predicted for 2-D flow in the vertical plane (Shan and Javandel, 1997). This simulation 

clearly demonstrates that the hydrogeologic structure is a dominant feature controlling the 

dispersion of potential contaminants on a regional scale. Consequently, simple analytic 

solutions cannot approximate the dispersion of contaminants at the water table, even if 

the source is also at the water table. 
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Figure 7 .4. Flow visualization tracer in the central layer of the Bullfrog Tuff after 50 
years in the displacement-only faults model. 
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Figure 7 .5. Flow visualization tracer in the central layer of the Prow Pass Tuff after 50 
years in the displacement-only faults model. 
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Figure 7.6. Flow visualization tracer at the water table after 50 years in the 
displacement-only faults model. 
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7.6 Case 2: High Permeability Faults 

Figure 7.7 shows the simulated steady-state water table when all fault zones have a 

permeability of 10-12 m2
, and Figures 7.8 through 7.10 show the flow visualization tracer. 

In general, water table gradients at the faults are less than those in the displacement-only 

faults model because water can flow directly into high permeability layers on the adjacent 

fault side. As a result, water flows in the direction of the water table and is not laterally 

diverted at the abutment of layers, as illustrated in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. This implies that 

horizontal spreading of contaminants is less in a formation with high permeability faults, 

as compared to one with displacement-only faults . It also suggests that in this case a 2-D 

model may indeed be sufficient to examine the flow regime, since out-of-plane flow is 

not significant 
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Figure 7.7. Steady-state water table in the high permeability faults model. 
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Figure 7 .8. Flow visualization tracer in the central layer of the Bullfrog Tuff after 50 
years in the high permeability faults model. 
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Figure 7_9. Flow visualization tracer in the central Prow Pass Tuff after 50 years in the 
high permeability faults model. 
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Figure 7.10. Flow visualization tracer at the water table after 50 years in the high 
permeability faults model. 
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7.7 Case 3: Low Permeability Faults 

Figure 7.11 shows the simulated steady-state water table when all fault zones have a 

permeability of 10" 14 m2
. The water table is very dissimilar to the observed water table ; 

the direction of the water table gradient is towards the west in areas to the south, for 

example. Like the 2-D simulation , this simulation indicates that all faults cannot be 

low-permeability features. 
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Figure 7.11. Steady-state water table in a low-permeability faults model wi th 
k 10-14 2 

fault = m. 
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7.8 Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis can help identify dominant hydrogeologic features and evaluate 

how calibration to head data is affected by the model boundaries, for example. 

Sensitivity can be measured using residual heads, where residual head is the measured 

minus the simulated head. The root mean squared error (RMS) is the best measure of 

error if residuals are normally distributed (Anderson and Woessner, 1992). RMS is 

defined as 

[ 

n ]0.5 
RMS = 11 n~(hm -h,) ~ , 

where h111 and hs are the measured and simulated head, respectively. Given the lack of 

data, the error distribution in the sub-model is assumed to be normally distributed. 

7 .8.1 Sensitivity to Model Boundaries 

Calibration is sensitive to the model boundaries because the actual gradient is small, and 

because the gradient is orthogonal to the lateral boundaries and parallel to the northern 

and southern boundaries. Therefore, the simulated heads in a homogeneous model will 

match the observed heads well. Figure 7.12 shows the steady-state water table when a 

homogeneous permeability is considered. The corresponding RMS is 0.193. A particular 

model can be considered calibrated only if its RMS is less than 0.193, since only then can 

the simulated head field be attributed, at least in part, to the permeability distribution. 

Table 7.1 lists the residuals and the RMS for different models, which are described 

below. Other calibration criteria could include a definition of a maximum allowable 

residual, for example. 
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Figure 7.12. Steady-state water table in a homogeneous model. 
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Table 7.1. Residuals and calibration statistics for different 3-D sub-models . Asterisk 
indicates borehole is located at a boundary node and was not used in RMS calculation. 

Homo- Displace- Permeable Fault Zone, k [m2
] Hybrid 1 Hybrid 2 

Borehole geneous ment-on!~ 10-1 4 
10

-13 10-1 2 10"11 

WT#1 -0.058 -0.047 0.177 0.027 0.052 0.201 0.083 0.065 
WT#2 -0.12 1 -0. 149 -0.193 -0.170 -0.129 -0.092 -0.132 -0.124 
WT#3 0.495 0.592 0.442 0.639 0.575 0.390 0.226 0.275 
WT#4 0.094 0.000 -0.030 0.001 0.051 0.028 0.021 0.003 
WT #11 -0.029 0.061 -0.078 -0.036 -0.010 -0.007 0.064 -0.008 
WT#12 -0.074 -0.087 -0.076 -0.070 -0.072 -0.061 -0.055 -0.089 
WT#13 0.073 0.234 0.263 0.237 0.166 0.080 0.224 0.22 1 
WT#14 0.052 0.264 0. 120 0.069 -0.019 -0.222 0.125 -0.136 
WT #15 * 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
WT#17 -0.304 -0.373 -0. 144 -0.246 -0.244 -0.200 -0.195 -0.364 
WT#18 -0.076 -0.086 -0.094 -0.090 -0.083 -0.083 -0.087 -0.088 
H-1 * 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
H-4 -0.274 -0.337 -0.425 -0.370 -0.304 -0.233 -0.299 -0.28 1 
G-3 -0.313 -0.288 -0.325 -0.304 -0.278 -0.256 -0.277 -0.287 
b#1 0.038 -0.086 -0. 106 -0.069 -0.018 0.001 -0.049 -0.04 1 
c-ho1es -0.023 -0. 115 -0.362 -0.059 0.044 0.000 0.18 1 -0.089 
J-13 * 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
RMS 0.193 0.241 0.234 0.233 0.204 0.169 0.162 0.179 
min lrl 0.023 0.000 0.030 0.001 0.010 0.000 0.021 0.003 
max lrl 0.495 0.592 0.442 0.639 0.575 0.390 0.299 0.364 

The 3-D displacement-only and high permeabili ty faults model simulated in the previous 

section have an RMS of 0.241 and 0.204, respectively. This does not suggest, however, 

that a similar flow field wi ll not occur in a calibrated model. Indeed, large-scale 

channeling and upgradient-source waters at isolated regions downgradient are present in 

the calibrated models described below. 

7 .8.2 Sensitivity to Fault Permeability 

Figure 7.13 shows the steady-state water table in a model where the permeability of all 

faults is 10·13 m2
. Again, the large gradient at the Paintbrush Canyon Fault is the 

prominent feature and the RMS is greater than 0.193. Therefore, all models with a fault 
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permeability ranging from 10-14 to 10- 12 m2 
' as well as the displacement-only faults 

model, exhibit the large gradient at the Paintbrush Canyon Fault. As a result of this 

gradient, the average simulated heads in boreholes WT #3 and WT #13, located east of 

the Paintbrush Canyon Fault, are underestimated by 56 and 23 em, on average. This 

indicates that the Paintbrush Canyon Fault zone permeability and/or of the permeability 

of the hydrologic layers there are the dominant features that influence flow patterns. 

These properties were therefore modified to obtain a better match to field data. 
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Figure 7.13. Steady-state water table in a model with fault permeability kfaulr= 10- 13 m2
• 
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7.9 Alternative Models 

Figure 7.14 shows the water table gradient in a model in which the permeability of all 

faults is 10- 11 m2
. The RMS is 0.169 and therefore meets the RMS calibration criterion . 

However, it is unrealistic that all faults have a high permeability; a portion of the 

Paintbrush Canyon Fault is only 1 m wide and filled with cemented breccia, for example 

(R. Dickerson , U.S. Geological Survey, pers . comm., 1996). 
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Figure 7.14. Steady-state water table in a model with fault permeability kfaulr = 10- 11 m2
. 
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7.9.1 Hybrid 1 

A modified displacement-only faults model also satisfies the calibration criterion . The 

first model, Hybrid 1, is the same as the displacement-only faults model , except that the 

Paintbrush Canyon Fault has a fault zone with permeability k fa ulr =10- 11 m2
• There is 

some data suggesting that a high permeability zone exists . The exposure of the 

Paintbrush Canyon Fault west of Busted Butte in the southern model area has a 50 m 

wide brecciated zone (R. Dickerson, pers. comm. , 1996). In addition , Geldon (1993) 

observed a flowing brecciated fault zone in the c-holes, which he interpreted to be the 

Paintbrush or Midway Valley Fault. Figure 7.15 shows the steady-state water table. A 

large gradient at the Paintbrush Canyon Fault is not present, and the RMS is 0.162. 

The resulting flow field is different than the displacement-only faults model. Figures 

7.16 through 7.18 show the tracer distribution in the Hybrid 1 model. The flow field is 

similar to the displacement-only faults model; water is diverted southward approximately 

4 km due to the variable displacement of the Midway Valley Fault. It then flows 

eastward through the high permeability Paintbrush Canyon Fault, but the south-east 

bifurcation is not present. This implies that dispersion of a potential contaminant is less 

if the Paintbrush Canyon Fault has a high permeability. In addition, upgradient source 

water upwells near the water table farther north as compared to the displacement-only 

faults model. 
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Figure 7.15. Steady-state water table in the Hybrid 1 model. 
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Figure 7.16. Flow visualization tracer in the central Bullfrog Tuff after 50 years in the 
Hybrid 1 model . 
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Figure 7.17. Flow visualization tracer in the central Prow Pass Tuff after 50 years in the 
Hybrid 1 model. 
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Figure 7.18. Flow visualization tracer at the water table after 50 years in the Hybrid 1 
model. 

7.9.2 Hybrid 2 

In the Hybrid 2 model the Iron Ridge, Bow Ridge, Midway Valley and Paintbrush 

119 

Canyon Fault are modeled as high permeability fault zones, while the remaining faults are 

displacement-only faults. Permeability of the Bow Ridge Fault is 1.2xl0- 11 m2
, which is 

based on air injection tests in an unsaturated section of the Bow Ridge Fault (LeCain, 

1998). 
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Figure 7 .19 shows the steady-state water table for the Hybrid 2 model. The 

corresponding RMS is 0.179. Figures 7.20 through 7.22 show that the flow field is 

similar to the high permeability faults model. In addition , Figure 7 .21 shows that both 

vertical and lateral flow occurs within the high permeability Bow Ridge Fault. 
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Figure 7 .19. Steady-state water table in the Hybrid 2 model. 
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Figure 7.20. Flow visualization tracer in the central Bullfrog Tuff after 50 years in the 
Hybrid 2 model. 
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Figure 7 .21. Flow visualization tracer in the central Prow Pass Tuff after 50 years in the 
Hybrid 2 model. 
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8. Discussion and Recommendations 

8.1 Purpose and Development of the 3-D Saturated Zone Flow Model 

A three-dimensional numerical model of the saturated zone at Yucca Mountain , Nevada 

was developed to study the effects of the complex hydrogeologic structure on 

groundwater flow. The full 3-D flow model has 23 layers, and 11 faults are modeled 

explicitly. There are 57,153 grid blocks and 199,854 connections. The model is complex 

because it represents dipping geologic units which have variable thicknesses and 

orientations, and which have a layered permeability distribution due to differing rock 

welding characteristics. Also, the site is pervasively faulted, which results in large-scale 

heterogeneities due to the displacement of geologic units. 

The model is used to test current hypotheses of fault effects on groundwater flow and 

transport at Yucca Mountain. Specifically, one hypothesis suggests that water from a 

deep carbonate aquifer upwells to the water table through high permeability fault zones. 

Such a process could restrict the vertical dispersion of contaminants beneath the water 

table. Another hypothesis is that relatively large lateral head gradients are due to low 

permeability faults. 

More generally, the model is an investigative tool to gain understanding of groundwater 

flow and transport behavior in faulted formations like those at Yucca Mountain. With 

regards to Yucca Mountain, greater understanding serves to reduce the level of 

uncertainty of the degree to which the saturated zone will act as a natural barrier to 

contaminants. The model presented here is unique, both in the way it is discretized and in 
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the level of hydrogeologic detail that is represented. It is designed for use with the 

TOUGH2 simulation code (Pruess, 1987; Pruess, 1991a; Pruess et al., 1996), which can 

simulate flow in a mesh composed of irregularly shaped grid blocks. These meshes 

facilitate realistic representation of geologic features, which are themselves irregular. 

Individual hydrogeologic layers and the displacement of these layers are modeled 

explicitly. That is, each dipping and variable thickness hydrogeologic layer is represented 

by a layer of dipping grid blocks. This discretization properly represents the lateral 

continuity of individual layers. Hydrogeologic layers on the opposite sides of a fault are 

connected by a fault grid block that has a thickness equal to the distance over which 

adjacent layers abut each other. The use of fault grid blocks enables representation of a 

fault with no internal zone (displacement-only fault), or one that also has a discrete width 

fault zone. Finally; fault displacement varies along strike from zero to more than 300 m. 

Discretization of hydrogeologic model layers is based on all available saturated zone data. 

First, a detailed 3-D geologic model of Yucca Mountain (Clayton et al., 1997) was used 

to discretize geologic units and faults. This geologic model was constructed using data 

from surface geologic mapping and measured sections at outcrops, lithologic logs, and 

seismic, gravity, and magnetic profiles. Because the flow model is based on this model, it 

implicitly incorporates this data. The 3-D geologic model has 35 geologic layers and 35 

faults which have variable dip and offset along fault strike. It was the most 

comprehensive geologic model of the site when the flow model was constructed. 

Hydrologic data in the saturated zone is sparse. Lithologic, hydraulic, and geophysical 

data for thesaturated zone was carefully reviewed to develop a conceptual model and 
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define the hydrogeologic properties of the formation. Some unsaturated zone data was 

also used. The conceptual model is the basis for model discretization; normal faults are 

represented because they have the greatest offset and are laterally continuous for tens of 

kilometers, and geologic units are subdivided to reflect the vertical permeability variation. 

8.2 Summary of Findings 

Fridrich et al. (1994) proposed the upwelling hypotheses, citing the presence of upward 

hydraulic gradients and the relatively high water table temperature along the Solitario 

Canyon Fault. A 2-D heat conduction simulation shows that relatively high water table 

temperatures along the Solitario Canyon Fault can result from variation of thermal 

conductivity and thicknesses of geologic units only. Furthermore, high water table 

temperatures were misinterpreted. A high water table temperature results from advection 

from discrete permeable layers that intersect the borehole. The moderate gradient across 

the Solitario Canyon Fault can be explained by a displacement-only or low permeability 

fault, not by a high permeability fault, which would enable such upwelling. These 2-D 

simulations therefore show that vertical gradients and upwelling from the Carbonate 

Aquifer through the Solitario Canyon Fault is unlikely. 

In general, upward vertical flow will occur in the saturated zone in the absence of any 

hydraulic connection to the Carbonate Aquifer. The measured vertical gradients in the 

Lower Volcanic Aquifer and Lower Volcanic Confining Unit east of the repository are 

defined by vertical head differences that are less than 26 em, except in borehole b#1, 

·· where it is approximately 1 m. The difference between water table elevation and heads at 
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depth in the calibrated displacement-only and high permeability faults model is on the 

order of tens of centimeters, and vertical gradients are present in the 3-D models as well. 

Yet, none of these models included flow from the Carbonate Aquifer. Instead, the models 

show that upwelling can occur in the presence of any one or a combination of the 

following features: spatial variability of permeability, fault displacements, and fault 

zones. For example, a 2-D simulation using the displacement-only faults model shows 

that upward flow occurs near the Dune Wash Fault because the high permeability Prow 

Pass and Bullfrog Tuff are present near the water table there. Similarly, upward flow 

occurs east of Paintbrush Canyon Fault because the high permeability Topopah Spring 

TUff is present near the water table there. 

Water is diverted upwards at down-to-the-west displacement-only faults because higher 

permeability units abut lower permeability units on the east side of a fault, groundwater 

flows to the east, and permeability is relatively low in deeper units. Thus, contaminants 

that percolate vertically from the repository can flow into the Bullfrog and Prow Pass 

Tuff and then beneath the water table within these high permeability layers which dip to 

the east. As a result, these contaminants could end up hundreds of meters beneath the 

water table downgradient. 

Water flowing into a high permeability fault zone will be channeled vertically and will 

then flow into high· permeability layers on the adjacent side of the fault. For example, 

water originating atthe base of the Tram Tuff could be channeled several hundred meters 

upwards in the Dune Wash Fault zone and then into the Bullfrog Tuff. If this occurs at 
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other faults downgradient, it could enhance contaminant dilution because fresh water is 

introduced into the Lower Volcanic Aquifer. More significantly, high permeability fault 

zones act to hydraulically connect displaced arid high permeability layers. As a result, 

water flows from one layer into several high permeability layers on the eastern side of a 

fault. If contaminants percolate vertically into the Bullfrog Tuff, this results in vertical 

dispersion downgradient which is greater than that in a displacement-only faults model. 

However, the effects of a particular fault type cannot be generalized; vertical dispersion 

may be relatively large or small depending on the location where the contaminant reaches 

the water table. Whereas high permeability faults cause significant vertical dispersion 

when the contaminants percolate into the Lower Volcanic Aquifer below the repository, 

vertical dispersion is inhibited if the contaminants are diverted eastward above the Upper 

Volcanic Confining Unit in the unsaturated zone. Under this condition, contaminants 

will enter the water table where the top of this unit intersects the water table. They will 

then flow near the water table if there are high permeability fault zones because of the 

combined effect of upwelling at faults and the presence of the high permeability Topopah 

Spring Tuff downgradient. A similar behavior is observed for displacement-only faults, 

although the vertical dispersion is slightly larger because no direct upwelling occurs 

within faults. 

Both the 2-D and 3-D models cannot be calibrated when all faults are assigned a 

permeability of 10.14 m2 or less. Soine fault zones are likely to be low permeability 

features due to secondary mineralization, for example, but·a general definition for faults 

as low permeability features is not warranted. 
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A large-scale permeability heterogeneity results from the superposition of dipping units 

and fault displacement, which is as much as 350 m. Large-scale channeling and 

dispersion is caused by this heterogeneity. For example, large-scale channeling can occur 

in the presence of displacement-only faults. Since displacement is less in some areas than 

in others, groundwater from a high permeability layer will flow sub-parallel to a fault 

where there is large displacement, and hence contact between higher to lower 

permeability layers. It will then cross -the fault where the displacement is less and the 

higher permeability units are therefore continuous. The 3-D simulation of a 

displacement-only faults model showed that groundwater flowed for several kilometers 

southward and then eastward through a zone with small displacement. Large-scale 

dispersion can occur further downgradient due to flow around a low permeability zone. 

The head gradientm hydrogeologic layers at depth can be significantly different than the 

direction of the water table gradient, indicating that the direction of contaminant flow can 

not be inferred from the water table gradient. In contrast, groundwater in a high 

permeability faults model flows in the direction of the water table gradient because of the 

effective continuity of high permeability layers. This suggests that a 2-D model is 

sufficient to simul~te flow in a formation where the fault permeability is high relative to 

the formation permeability. 

Analytic models cannot describe how contaminants spread on a scale equal to that of the 

saturated zone flow model. A particularly interesting phenomenon that is due to the 

complex structure is the presence of upgradient-source contaminants at isolated locations 
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near the water table downgradient, even when the source is at the water table. This is due 

to flow along dip, upwelling of waters a~ faults, and lateral flow due to variation of fault 

displacement along strike, as described above. This distribution is not predicted by 

analytic or 2-D numerical models. 

8.3 Future Work 

8.3.1 Stochastic Modeling 

Although the flow model represents the hydrogeologic structure explicitly, it does have 

some idealized properties. ·In particular, the permeability and width of a fault is constant 

with depth and along strike, and each hydrogeologic layer has a homogeneous 

permeability. A variable permeability distribution within each layer and in the faults may 

result in a more direct flow downgradient because the contrasts in permeably atfaults 

would not persist to distances of kilometers or more; for example. Stochastic simulations 

would be a systematic way to account for variations of these properties. However, the 

spatial variability of permeability would be a guess at best due to the lack of data in the 

saturated zone. Still, a range of estimates wou~d provide a broader description of the 

effects of the faulted structure on flow and transport. A random permeability field would 

be best represented using a mesh with equal size grid blocks. The current model could be 

further discretized so that grid blocks are approximately the same size. 

8.3.2 Calibration to Pumping Test Data 

Calibration to hydraulic head data is non-unique. As for the 3-D model described in this 

work, multiple combinations of fault types and layer permeability distributions can be 
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used to calibrate the model. Therefore, additional calibration criteria are needed to 

constrain the range of probable formation properties. Calibration to pumping test data 

should be pursued because the model was discretized to enable simulation of pumping 

tests, and because reliable data is available from pumping tests at the c-holes. Tests in 

May, 1998 included measurement of drawdown transients in 4 boreholes that are as far as 

3.5 km from the c-holes (Geldon et al., 1997). Given the number of adjustable 

parameters, numerical inversion is the only viable method to calibrate the model to this 

data. ITOUGH2 (Finsterle, 1999) is based on the TOUGH2 code and is capable of 

parameter estimation (inversion), sensitivity analysis, and uncertainty propagation

analysis. 

Forward modeling should be performed prior to data inversion. Pumping test simulations 

of different fault types and layer permeability distributions will show the characteristic 

drawdown transients for different models in general. Comparison to data will therefore 

provide an initial conceptual model, thereby constraining the number and range of 

adjustable properties in the inversion. As an example, Figures 8.1 through 8.4 show 

different draw down responses for different fault models. Pumping J.s at the c-holes and 

the drawdown transients are shown for. a borehole 150m north of the c-holes and in two 

boreholes to the east and west. These simulations were performed using a 2-D model, 

although the full model would be used for calibration. 

.···.~. '·_,1~ 
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8.33 Particle Tracking 

The basis of a new technique to calculate flow paths in models with irregular meshes was 

developed during the course of this study (Appendix A). This new development is a 

significant contribution, since the technique can be used to define flow pathways 

precisely, whereas numerical dispersion contributes to spreading of tracers along their 

flow pathways. A preliminary algorithm to implement this technique was written and 

used for illustration, but the technique was not used in general because the algorithm it is 

not fully developed. Although the flow visualization tracer illustrated the flow patterns 

sufficiently for the purposes of this work, future work should use this new technique t6 

investigate flow behavior. 
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APPENDIX A: 2-D Particle Tracking for Irregular Meshes 

A.l Introduction 

Numerical dispetsion creates an artificial and enhanced spreading of a simulated solute 

plume. As a result, the true mechanical dispersion due to the system heterogeneity is 

exaggerated or masked and the pathways of source fluids are difficult to define. Particle 

tracking is a better method to define flow paths and travel times because it is not subject 

to numerical dispersion. Particle tracking requires the computation of streamlines that 

define the 2-D pathways of infinitesimally small fluid particles. Streamlines are 

commonly used to define the pathways of simulated contaminants in ground water, ~ 

systems (Anderson and Woessner, 1992). Tracer simulations were used to examine flow J 

pathways in this study because current particle tracking schemes for finite-difference 

models are applicable to meshes with regular (rectilinear) grid blocks only. This section 

describes a new technique to properly calculate flow vectors in meshes with irregular grid 

blocks. Particle tracking can then be easily implemented using the calculated vector field. 

The new scheme can be used forfuture modeling of the saturated zone at Yucca 

Mountain and for other 2-D models with irregular grid blocks in general. 

A.2 Velocity Vector Calculation for Irregular Grid Blocks 

Particle tracking algorithms calculate a flow vector using the simulated velocities at each 

grid block interface. The spatial distribution of velocity is defined via interpolation of the 

resultant velocity vector field. Linear interpolation is commonly used. This method 

.solves for.the pathlines by:analytic means only and is not subject to numerical dispersion 

(e.g., Pollock, 1988). Other interpolation techniques are used less frequently (e.g., 

,.:; 
·'.t 
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Goode, 1992; Lu, 1994 ). However, each method requires the grid block interface 

velocities as input. For regular grid blocks, a velocity vector is easily calculated because 

the grid block sides are orthogonal. Due to orthogonality, the Vx or vy component of the 

resultant true vector is the summation of the vx and vy components from two orthogonal 

interfaces. Figure A.1a illustrates this relationship for an analogous case using fluid flux, 

q. 

q 

a 

q1 = qcosa1 

q2 = q cosa2 = q sina1 

2 q1x = q1 cosa1 = qcos a 1 

q2x = q2 sin a 1 = q sin2 a 1 

q = Lq;, = q(sin 2 a 1 +cos2 a 1) 

q=q 

b 

2 q1• =qcos a 1 

q2, =q 

Lq;. *q 

Figure A.l. Flux vector relationships for a) regular grid block; b) irregular grid block. 

The interface areas of irregular grid blocks may not be orthogonal and the respective 

velocities do not sum to the true velocity vector. As shown in Figure A.1 b, fluid moves 

out of the block through the two faces on the right side and the qx component of each 
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vector cannot be summed to equal the true flow vector. In addition, irregular grid blocks 

can have any number of sides greater than two. For these reasons, particle tracking 

schemes for finite-difference models have been limited io regular meshes. 

As shown in this work, irregular grid blocks are more versatile and better suited to model 

complex hydrogeologic systems. For example, irregular grid blocks can be oriented such 

that a variable thickness and dipping stratigraphic layer is represented with a single layer 

of grid blocks. Meshes with regular grid blocks, however, would require a finer grid 

block discretization and therefore more grid blocks. Irregular grid blocks also enable·· 

sub-scaling within the model without requiring that the smaller discretization extends to 

the boundaries of the model. 

A.3 Mass Flux Identity for Irregular Grid Blocks 

Consider the irregular grid block in Figure A.2 as part of a larger horizontal model. The 

sides of the· grid block are defined by the polygon. The direction and magnitude of the 

true steady-state flux vector, q, for an irregular grid block can be calculated using (1) the 

simulated mass fluxes through each side; (2) the interface areas of the grid block sides 

and (3) the corresponding orientations of the nodal connections; ( 4) the grid block 

porosity and fluid density, and (5) an identity that relates the mass fluxes to the grid block 

interface areas. 
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y 

a 

b 

.Figure A.2. a) trigonometric relations of interface fluxes to the true flux, q; b) projected 
areas of grid block interfaces. 
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Flow through the grid block in Figure A.2 is steady-state. Under this condition, the total 

mass flux, mr, into the grid block is equal to the total mass flux out of the grid block. The 

following relationships are written for the outflow interfaces, although they can be written 

for the inflow interfaces as well. 

The mass flux out of interface 1 is 

(A.1) 

where A1 is the area of interface 1. Similarly, 

~z = q2 Az = q cos(f3 -lXz )Az (A.2) 

and 

(A.3) 

The fractional mass flux for side 1 is, for example 

m1 cos( a1 - f3 )A1 

mT = cos( a 1 - f3 )A1 + cos(/3- a 2 )Az 
(A.4) 

By definition, the mass flux per unit area, q [kg m-2 s-1
], through the region occupied by 

the grid block must equal the total mass flux, mT [kg s-1
], through the grid block divided 

by an effective area of the grid block, Aer[m2
]: 

Therefore, 

~ Ae =
T q (A.6) 



Equation (A.6) also holds for each interface, i: 

m; 
Ae =

' q 
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(A.7) 

The effective area is a projection of the grid block in the direction of flow times the 

thickness of the grid block (Figure A.1): 

(A.8) 

and 

(A.9) 

The total effective area is 

(A.10) 

The relative effective area for interface 1 is, for example, 

Ae1 cos(~ - [3 )A1 

Aer = cos(~ - [3 )A1 + cos(/3 - az)~ 
(A.ll) 

Equation (A.5) and (A.ll) reveal the identity that relates mass flux and effective area. 

The identity applies for each outflow interface: 

(A.12) 

Using the reported mass fluxes between grid blocks, the interf~ce areas and the grid block 

coordinates, (A.12) can be used to determine [3 and Aer, and therefore the true flux 



vector. Note that the cosine terms in (A.4) and (All) vary depending on the relative 

positions of {3 and a. 
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Equation (A.12) applies to 2-D polygons with any number of sides, provided that the 

interfaces between grid blocks are orthogonal to the grid block connections, i.e., Voronoi 

grid blocks. This includes the common rectilinear grid block. For a given simulation, the 

flow field may be such that the true flow direction on the inflow side is different than that 

at the outflow side. The projected area of the inflow and outflow sides will therefore be 

different. An average flow vector for the grid block could be defined as the average of 

the calculated vectors for the inflow and outflow sides. 

A.4 Example Application 

An algorithm was written to calculate flux vectors for TOUGH2 simulation results using 

the relationship described above. Velocity vectors are equal to the calculated flux vector, 

q [kg m-2 s-1
], divided by a constant porosity and fluid density. The current version of the 

code uses only one flow side to calculate the velocity vector. Further code development 

. will consider vanations in porosity and fluid density, and enable calculation of an average 

grid block vector. Particle tracking is performed using TECPLOT®, which performs 

linear interpolation on the calculated vector field. Figure A.3 shows the streamlines for a 

steady-state horizontal flow in an irregular mesh. The mesh is discretized to model 

dipping strata offset by a vertical fault at x = 500 m and a dipping fault at x = 1250 m. 

The maximum relative error between the calculated and true velocity is 0.2% ... 
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Figure A.3. Streamlines of steady-state flow in an irregular mesh. Vertical lines are 
pressure isolines and dots are constant time interval markers on the streamlines. 
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